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Abstract
Dusty plasma systems are common in all aspects of plasma physics, from space, to
our Earth’s atmosphere, to low temperature discharges and fusion devices. In this
work the basic plasma dust interactions are studied, with the main focus being on
RF discharges and tokamak plasmas. One very important physical characteristic of
a dust grain immersed in a plasma environment, which plays a central role in the
study of its dynamical behaviour, is its charge. It determines the ion and electron
fluxes on the dust and through that, one can calculate the forces exerted on the solid
particle and the energy fluxes onto it. In this work an overview of the basic charging
theory used in dusty plasma, the Orbital Motion Limited (OML) approach, will be
presented, and its implications will be studied in the context of RF discharges and
tokamak plasmas. In the case of RF discharges, modifications of the OML approach
will be explored for the accommodation of time varying phenomena. This will have
two directions. The first, concerning the presence of time varying electric fields in a
uniform plasma background and the second, the presence of different forms of time
dependent current carrying electron distributions. In the tokamak case, the work
is focused on the modelling of the dynamical behaviour of dust particles in a toka-
mak plasma environment. An improved version of the existing Dust in TOKamakS
(DTOKS) code has been developed. Results for the Mega Amp Spherical Tokamak
(MAST) and ITER are presented, as well as an assessment of the importance of the
various aspects of the physical model from the plasma background, the dust grain
3
charge, the forces on the particle and the dust heating model. Furthermore, the first
basic comparison between DTOKS and the DUST Transport (DUSTT) code, the
only other similar code available at the moment, is being presented.
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Chapter 1
An Introduction to Dusty Plasmas
In 1928 Langmuir was the first to use the term plasma to describe the inner region
(remote from the boundaries) of a glowing ionized gas produced by means of an
electric discharge in a tube [5, 6]. From that moment on, plasma physics developed
in one of the major areas of scientific research. Today, the term plasma characterizes
a macroscopically quasi-neutral collection of interacting electrons, ions and neutrals.
It is estimated that the majority of matter in our universe is found in this state, and
for this reason the plasma state is often referred to as the fourth state of matter.
However, in most environments the plasma is accompanied by one additional
component, dust. These dust particles are not neutral but acquire a charge from their
interaction with the surrounding plasma environment. Their charge can be either
positive or negative depending on the characteristics of this plasma environment.
The result of this combination is called a dusty plasma. The term dusty plasma
describes again a macroscopically neutral collection but this time together with the
electrons, ions and neutrals we have also dust particles. The introduction of dust
particles modifies to a certain extent the properties of the plasma [7], giving rise to a
host of new wave modes and acting as a sink for the plasma.
Initial observations of dusty plasmas were made right from the beginning of plasma
29
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Period Number of Papers
1970-2 22
1973-5 17
1976-8 32
1979-81 64 ← Voyager/Saturn (Gravito-electrodynamics)
1982-4 74
1985-7 142 ← Halley Encounter
1988-90 182 ← Collective effects/plasma processing
1991-3 255
1994-6 542 ← Dust Coulomb crystals
1997-9 689
Table 1.1: Growth of publications in dusty plasmas [10].
research. In a paper published in 1924 Irvin Langmuir reported the observation
of the growth and behaviour of particles in discharges, saying: “we have observed
some phenomena of a remarkable beauty, which may be proved to be of theoretical
interest” [8]. However, for many years after this, the study of dusty plasmas did not
attract widespread scientific interest. The situation changed in the 60’s and 70’s and
the interest is increasing ever since, see Table 1.1. Not surprisingly, the focus of early
research was space and the problem of the charging of spacecraft [9].
Opposed to our familiar Earth environment, space is a place of extremes. Under
exotic conditions in space, matter in a plasma state is the rule rather than the excep-
tion. In this plasma rich environment one can find some of the most fascinating dusty
plasma systems. Such systems exist in every corner of our universe. Some examples
include interstellar and circumstellar clouds. These dusty plasma systems play an
important role in the cosmic environment.
The presence of dust in the vast space between stars was known for a long time
from spectroscopic observations. In this space, large clouds exist, comprising of dust
particles and gases, that are called interstellar clouds. These cloud formations are
the cradles for the birth of new stars and solar systems. In a system like that, the
presence of charged dust particles might regulate the dynamics of the gravitational
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Figure 1.1: A view of the radial spokes in Saturn’s rings [12].
collapse of these clouds leading to the birth of a star. Effectively, the formation of a
large ball of dust grains, via coagulation, may serve as the core of such a gravitational
collapse [11].
Our own solar system was in fact right from its birth an intense dusty plasma
laboratory. Dust was abundant in the initial solar nebula. The coagulation, in fashion
similar to the interstellar clouds, of this dust gave birth to the first ’planetisimals’
which led to the creation of the planets and the other objects in our solar system
like comets and asteroids [11]. Even today at its current stage of development our
solar system hosts many dusty plasma systems. In fact, the discovery of one these
systems, as it can be seen in Table 1.1, marked the beginning of a more systematic
study of dusty plasmas. The discovery in 1980-1981 from the Voyagers 1 and 2
of the radial spoke formations in Saturn’s rings, seen in Figure 1.1, was initially
a mystery. This phenomenon could not be explained solely by gravitation which
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Figure 1.2: A view of the two tails of the comet Hale-Bopp. The blue one is the ion tail [13].
led to the development of the gravito-electrodynamic theory of dust dynamics. The
value of this theory was reaffirmed when it provided the only possible explanation of
collimated high-speed beams of fine dust particles observed to sporadically emanate
from Jupiter by the Ulysses and Galileo spacecraft. Dusty plasma systems, similar
to Saturn’s rings and Jupiter’s dust beams, exist also in other planets of our solar
system [10].
Dust also exists in interplanetary space. Proof of this, is the zodiacal light, created
due to the existence of distributions of dust grains in the inner solar system. The
origin of interplanetary dust is diverse, it can come either from remnants of comets
or from the mutual collisions of asteroids in the asteroid belt. A large portion of this
dust can also originate from the initial pre-solar molecular cloud, material from which
our solar system was created.
Another system where plasma-dust interactions play an important role is comets,
with the approach of Halley’s comet being another pivotal point for the study of
dusty plasmas. Comets, when they are away from the sun, are solid structures com-
posed of non-volatile material and frozen gases [11]. As the comet comes nearer to
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the sun the volatile material of its nucleus starts to evaporate. During this evapora-
tion small parts of its surface are also blown away. This process creates around the
nucleus of the comet a coma consisting of gases and dust particles. The pressure of
the radiation from the Sun and the solar wind accelerate material from the coma,
which form the cometary tails. There are two such tails, an ion and a dust tail, see
Figure 1.2. During the interaction of the coma with the solar wind, dust particles are
charged negative. The presence of charged dust particles together with the presence
of magnetic forces perpendicular to the cometary tail due to the solar wind explains
the observed anisotropy and place, below the orbital plane, of the dust tail.
In the beginning of the 1990’s the use of plasma assisted manufacturing techniques
from the semiconductor industry, in the production of the electronic chips used in
personal computer and other consumer electronic devices, led to a renewed interest
in dusty plasmas. This together with the discovery of dust collective phenomena and
later the discovery of dust Coulomb crystals led to the flourishing of the field on
a theoretical as well as an experimental level. Since then, the importance of dusty
plasmas has been recognized in many aspects of plasma research, from fusion to many
industrial applications. New exciting phenomena have been both theoretically and
experimentally discovered, advancing our knowledge of plasma-dust interactions.
The physical characteristic of a solid particle immersed in a plasma environment
that plays a central role to all aspects of its evolution, is its charge. The current work
has two aims. The first is to explore how one can extend the basic charging formal-
ism used in dusty plasmas, the Orbital Motion Limited (OML) approach, to take into
account situations where there are time varying phenomena present. This was mo-
tivated partly from dusty plasma systems in the Earth’s mesopause and their study
through radar surveys, with the main interest focused however, on RF discharges.
The second aim is starting from its charge, to study a model of the behaviour of a
dust grain in a tokamak plasma. This will be done with the help of an improved
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version of the Dust in TOKamakS (DTOKS) code. In the next few sections a brief
overview of these motivations will be given. In Chapter 2, a review of relevant physi-
cal ideas will be presented. In Chapter 3, the charging of a dust grain in the presence
of a time varying electric field will be studied, and in Chapter 4, the charge of a solid
particle from various forms of drifting Maxwellian distributions with time varying
drift velocities will be explored. In Chapter 5, an overview of the first version of the
DTOKS code will be presented and compared with the only other similar code that
exists at the moment in the literature, the DUST Transport(DUSTT) code. In Chap-
ter 6, the DTOKS code is reviewed and details of its current development are given.
Simulations of the trajectories of solid particles in a uniform plasma background to-
gether with observations of the behaviour of dust in MAST and ITER are used to
highlight and to a certain extend assess the critical issues concerning the physical
model of dust in tokamaks.
1.1 Dusty Plasmas in Low Temperature Plasma
Discharges
A gas discharge is a device where plasma is created through the breakdown of a gas
by the application of a potential difference, larger than the breakdown voltage of
the gas, between two electrodes. Depending on the kind of the applied potential gas
discharges are divided into two main categories DC and RF discharges, see Fig. 1.3
for an illustration and a schematic of an RF discharge. Apart from these two kinds
of discharges there is also a wealth of other configurations, for example magnetron
and inductively coupled discharges, which will not be considered in this thesis.
In the last few decades, plasma physics has found new application in some indus-
trial processes. Various forms of gas discharges either replace existing technologies,
offering a more efficient and environmentally friendly approach, or introduce new ap-
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plications which were not previously possible [14]. These new innovative solutions
were primarily focused in the area of surface conditioning. One of the industries that
directly benefited from these new techniques was the semiconductor industry; one
can refer to Bouchoule [15], Shukla [11] and Boufendi [16] for a more in depth review
of the industrial applications of dusty plasmas.
For these processes to be more efficient they need minimum levels of contamina-
tion. For this reason, great care is taken to ensure that the chamber is initially free
from any possible contaminants, i.e. dust. However, it was found that during the
process itself, the plasma can generate its own dust, either due to chemical reactions
or by interaction with the walls of the discharge [17]. These dust particles are usually
charged negative and become trapped in the sheath region above the conditioned
surface. The problem is that once the electric field is shut off, these particles fall onto
the surface of interest contaminating it. Such contamination leads to the creation of
defects, decreasing the production yield [10].
Apart from the potential problems created by the introduction of impurities ,
there are also potential benefits from taking advantage of a dusty plasma on an
industrial level. The charging of the dust particles in a plasma environment has
been used in electrostatic precipitators, electrostatic separators, electrostatic coating
and printing and electrophoresis/dielectrophoresis (separation of micro-organisms in
biotechnology) [10]. Other applications include the use in the production of lamps for
lighting, production of highly spherical grains and the sterilization via the electrostatic
disruption of bacteria [10]. Benefits from the study of dusty plasmas in discharges
exist also on a scientific level. One of the most exciting discoveries in dusty plasma
was the observation in 1994 [21] of plasma crystals. These plasma crystals refer to
the micrometre-sized particles, which are either externally introduced or internally
grown in the plasma. They acquire large negative charge and form Coulomb lattices
in the sheath of the discharge [10], see Figure 1.4. These formations are ideal for the
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Figure 1.3: (Left) An example of an RF discharge. The capacitively-coupled Gaseous
Electronics Conference (GEC) reference cell [18]. (Right) A schematic of an RF Discharge
[19].
Figure 1.4: A plasma crystal in the sheath of an RF discharge [20].
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study of condensed matter physics on a macroscopic scale.
A large portion of experiments nowadays are carried out in RF discharges. Fur-
thermore, solid particles are not solely confined in the sheath region but can reside
also in the bulk plasma, as in microgravity [22] and applied temperature gradient
experiments [23]. In order for one to model accurately the behaviour of dust in such
situations a good knowledge of the particle’s acquired charge is essential. However, in
RF discharges there are also time varying effects playing an important role in the RF
sheath as well as in the bulk plasma. The impact of these processes on the charging
of the particles must be assessed in order a more realistic modelling to be achieved.
1.2 Dusty Plasmas in the Earth’s Atmosphere
In the upper parts of our Earth’s atmosphere there are also phenomena in which dusty
plasmas play an important role. Such examples are the NoctiLucent Clouds (NLC)
and the Polar Mesospheric Summer Echoes (PMSE). Both of these phenomena take
place in the polar mesopause during the summer months at heights between 80 and
90km.
During the summer months the temperature in the polar mesopause is around
110K, when on the other hand during the winter months higher temperatures ,around
190K, are observed. The low temperatures during summer can lead to the condensa-
tion of water vapour and gases around dust particles originating by meteorite debris.
These particles can be seen sometimes in the form of NLC [25]. These clouds can be
seen from the ground in twilight conditions because they reflect the light from the
sun that is below the horizon, see Figure 1.5 [26]. The noctilucent clouds were first
observed in 1885 by Backhouse [11]. It is not yet clear why there were no reports
of any similar observations prior to 1885. Some argue that, the reason behind their
appearance was man-made pollution and that probably their increasing frequency is
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Figure 1.5: A picture of the NoctiLucent Cloud (NLC) phenomenon [24].
a herald of global change [26]. Noctilucent clouds and the PMSE phenomenon gained
a lot of publicity recently with the launch of a dedicated satellite mission, called
Aeronomy of Ice in the Mesosphere (AIM) [27].
The PMSE phenomenon takes place in the same area, height and time period as
the NLC and is believed to be closely related to it. The PMSE was first discovered
when the Poker Flat 50MHz radar started operation in 1979 when it was observed
that the backscatter from the summer mesopause was several orders of magnitude
stronger than that observed during other seasons [26]. In the following years similar
observations were made in a frequency span between 50MHz to 1.3GHz [11]. These
observations combined with results from rockets that showed a depletion of the elec-
tron density accompanying the PMSE led to a number of theories. One of these
theories introduced by Havnes [25,28] argue that the anomalous radar backscatter is
due to the presence of positive charged dust grains, due to photoemission, and the
coherent scattering of the radar radiation by the electron cloud that gathers around
them. However, what impact does the presence of the time varying EM fields probing
these irregularities have on the charge of the dust grains?
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Figure 1.6: A Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) image of dust from the TEXTOR-94
device. Each black and white line is 0.1mm [31].
1.3 Dusty Plasmas in Fusion Devices
Plasma surface interactions is an important issue for current tokamak experiments.
Large energy fluxes are directed to the walls of the vessel. This has as a result the
erosion of the wall components, introducing impurities to the plasma and leading to
wall degradation [29]. However, together with the introduction of atomic impurities
there is also production of dust particles [30]. Characterization studies following
experimental campaigns, showed production of considerable amounts of dust, see for
example [31–37]. Solid particles recovered in these studies had a large variety of
shapes, ranging from irregular elongated particles to spherical ones, see Figures 1.6
and 1.7 . The same variety was true also for the particles’ size, these ranged from
very small particles in the scale of a few nanometres to larger particles reaching a
few hundred micrometers [30]. The average size of the particles recovered in these
studies was approximately 1µm [30]. The composition of these particles was found
to reflect the composition of the wall and substances used for its conditioning [38].
Dust production can have various effects to tokamak operation. Dust can block gaps
left for engineering purposes [31], can transport impurities around the Scrape-Off
Layer (SOL) and under certain conditions could even transport impurities and lead
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to core plasma contamination [4]. Dust particles, of breathable size, can contain
toxic substances used in the manufacturing of the wall of the vessel, for example
Beryllium. Furthermore, they can become radioactive. This can happen due to two
main mechanisms. The first, is through the retention of Tritium. Dust particles, due
to their large effective surface area, can retain Hydrogen. In the case that radioactive
Tritium is used as a fuel, part of it will be retained in such a way in dust particles
making them radioactive. Such mechanism would be also important for the overall
tritium inventory in the device. This mechanism was found to be important especially
for Carbon dust. The second mechanism plays an important role for solid particles
made of high Z materials, like Tungsten. In this case such dust grains can become
radioactive from activation due to neutron bombardment. Such kind of toxic and
radioactive dust, particularly of breathable size, could be a serious health hazard in
the event of an accident.
Moreover, dust, either due to its large surface area, acting as a catalyst, or due
to its chemical characteristics, plays an important role in increasing the risk of an
explosion in the event of a coolant related accident [30]. For all these reasons there are
strict dust related safety limits imposed on the construction of ITER [30]. Finally,
there is the possibility, that the presence of appreciable amounts of dust can have
direct impact on the actual performance of the tokamak. It has been, for example,
observed that the start up of a dust contaminated machine is more difficult than
expected [31]. Overall, at the moment, the potential impact is very hard to be
quantified, but one could safely say that these issues will be even more important for
ITER and future fusion devices, where the power fluxes to the walls could potentially
be much higher and sustained for longer periods of time than in present devices [29].
The great morphological variety of collected dust from tokamak experiments hints
toward equally diverse production mechanisms. Possible such mechanisms include
flaking of redeposited layers, brittle destruction of graphite and volumetric growth of
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Figure 1.7: A SEM image of dust from a fusion device [30].
dust particles from impurities within the plasma [30]. Large quantities of dust are
thought to be produced during transient events like Edge Localized Modes (ELMs),
disruptions and arcing, when the energy deposited to the wall is appreciably increased
compared with steady state operation. However, as shown by experiments in gas
discharges [39], it is possible to get production of dust particles even when lower
power is deposited to the walls but for a longer period of time, a fact that has to be
taken into consideration for future fusion devices. All these signify that modelling
dust in fusion devices is an important issue warranting further research. Such view
is gaining popularity within the fusion community which is reflected to the increased
number of characterization studies, dedicated experiments and theoretical efforts, see
for example [38,40,41].
Chapter 2
Dust Grain Charging
One of the parameters of a dusty plasma which is crucial for the prediction of the
characteristics and the behaviour of a dusty plasma system is the charge acquired
by the dust grains comprising the system. There are many mechanisms contributing
to the charging of a dust grain, some of them are: collection of plasma particles,
secondary emission, photoemission, thermionic emission, field emission and radioac-
tivity. In this chapter only the charging due to the collection of plasma particles by
the dust grain will be considered. It is assumed that the ions are singly charged,
and that every plasma particle coming in contact with the dust grain is trapped and
contributes to its charge. It will be also assumed that every dust grain is isolated
from the rest. In the following sections some ideas which are closely related to dust
grain charging are going to be discussed.
2.1 The Maxwellian Distribution
In order to describe a collection of weakly interacting particles there are two options.
The first option is to describe each one of them separately. In this case if there are
N number of particles six co-ordinates would be needed to fully describe each one of
them, so in total 6N number of co-ordinates would be required for the whole system.
42
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Figure 2.1: A graphic representation of a 1D Maxwellian distribution as a function of the
velocity normalized with respect to the thermal velocity vT , see Eq. 2.5.
This is impossible for systems containing large number of particles. The other option
is the statistical description of the system. In this case we need six co-ordinates for
the description of one particle and a distribution function f(x, y, z, vx, vy, vz). For
a given distribution function one has
f(r,v, t) dx dy dz dvx dvy dvz , (2.1)
this formula represents the number of particles in the volume element dx dy dz at
a position (x, y, z) and having a velocity within the element dvx dvy dvz of the
velocity space with velocity (vx, vy, vz) at a time t. The six dimensional space
(x, y, z, vx, vy, vz) is called phase space. It must be stressed at this point that these
6 co-ordinates are independent of one another. Despite the fact that the velocity is
equal to the rate of change of the position; the instantaneous speed of a particle is not
a function of its current position [42]. In order to derive macroscopically observable
quantities from the distribution function, we need to integrate over phase space. For
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example, the particle density in any given point is given by
n(r, t) =
∫ ∞
−∞
f(r,v, t)d3v , (2.2)
where d3v is an abbreviation for dvx dvy dvz. The normalized to unity velocity
distribution function is given by
f ′(r,v, t) =
f(r,v, t)
n(r, t)
. (2.3)
In a similar fashion average values for the various physical quantities characterizing
a plasma species can be derived. In the next equation the first moment of the distri-
bution function is taken in order to obtain the average velocity of a plasma species
v(r, t) =
∫∞
−∞ vf(r,v, t)d
3v∫∞
−∞ f(r,v, t)d
3v
. (2.4)
In a system where collisions between particles are dominant the distribution function
tends to a Maxwellian velocity distribution
fM = n
(
1
piv2T
) 3
2
exp
(
− (v2x + v2y + v2z)
v2T
)
, (2.5)
where the term vT = (2kBT/m)
1
2 is the thermal velocity characteristic of the temper-
ature of the particle distribution, see Figure 2.1.
The distribution function in Equation 2.5 refers to the three dimensional velocity
space. Instead of that representation the distribution of the magnitude of the veloc-
ity can be derived. To do that, a coordinate transformation from Cartesian to the
Spherical coordinates and an integration for θ and φ must be performed, see Figure
2.2,
dvx dvy dvz = v
2 sin θ dv dθ dφ ,
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Figure 2.2: A graphic representation of a Maxwellian distribution as a function of the
amplitude of the velocity, see Eq. 2.6.
f(v)dv =
∫ pi
0
∫ 2pi
0
fM v
2 sin θ dv dθ dφ ,
f(v)dv = fMv
2dv
∫ pi
0
∫ 2pi
0
sin θ dθ dφ ,
f(v)dv = 4pifMv
2dv ,
f(v) = 4pin
(
1
piv2T
) 3
2
v2 exp
(
− v
2
v2T
)
. (2.6)
In plasma physics the Maxwellian velocity distribution is often used to describe the
plasma species far away from any physical boundaries, even though the systems under
consideration are not always collisional. In such cases the Maxwellian distribution
is not used globally, but it is used to describe the plasma only locally. The plasma
species are considered to be Maxwellian in velocity, with temperature T, but only in
a volume which is small compared to the rest of the plasma. However, this volume is
considered to include a large number of particles interacting in small time scales. To
describe the rest of the plasma this local Maxwellian distribution is varied over larger
scales of length and time [42].
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Figure 2.3: The Debye-Hu¨ckel potential and a ∝ 1/r potential, normalised with respect
to the surface potential, as a function of the radius, normalised with respect to the Debye
length λDe. The normalised size of the test particle is rd = 0.1.
2.2 The Debye-Hu¨ckel Potential
Because plasmas are collections of charged particles, they exhibit collective properties
due to the long range Coulomb forces acting between them. One of these collective
properties is Debye shielding. Because of Debye shielding the constituents of the
plasma shield any charge. Via this process the plasma is kept macroscopically quasi-
neutral. Now let us assume that we insert a charged test particle inside a volume
of quasineutral plasma. The electrons due to their small inertia would react to the
change very rapidly and they would soon reach a new equilibrium state. In their new
equilibrium the electrons would acquire a new distribution due to the effect of the
potential of the charged test particle, this can be described by a Maxwell-Boltzmann
distribution, and the corresponding number density would be
ne = n0 exp
(
eφ(r)
kBTe
)
, (2.7)
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where n0 is the ion and electron number density in the bulk plasma. On the other
hand the ions due to their high inertia would not have time to react and assume a
new distribution, so they would still have their previous number density
ni = n0 . (2.8)
To find the potential around the charged test particle we solve Poisson’s equation
∇2φ = e ne − ni
0
=
e
0
(
n0 exp
(
eφ(r)
kBTe
)
− n0
)
=
n0e
0
(
exp
(
eφ(r)
kBTe
)
− 1
)
. (2.9)
Assuming that eφ << kBTe, the exponential in Eq. 2.9 can be Taylor expanded. This
assumption does not hold near the test particle. However, due to the low number
of plasma particles the potential has a ∝ 1/r behaviour, which is close to the one
predicted by the Debye shielded potential, see Fig. 2.3. Together with the assumption
of a spherical symmetry Eq. 2.9 becomes
1
r2
d
dr
(
r2
dφ
dr
)
=
n0e
0
(
1 +
eφ
kBTe
− 1
)
=
n0e
2φ
0kBTe
=
φ
λ2De
, (2.10)
where λDe =
√
0kBTe
n0e2
is the electron Debye length, which is a characteristic length
of the range of the electrostatic forces in a Debye-Hu¨ckel potential. By solving Eq.
2.10 for a grain of radius rd, having a potential φ(rd) on its surface one gets, see also
Fig. 2.3,
φ(r) = φ(rd)
rd
r
exp
(
rd − r
λDe
)
. (2.11)
An alternative approach to the previous discussion would be to assume also for the
ions a Maxwellian with a Boltzmann factor. In that case the resulting Debye length
would be given by
1
λ2D
=
1
λ2Di
+
1
λ2De
(2.12)
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where λDi =
√
0kBTi
n0e2
is the ion Debye length. The same derivation can also be
extended to a dusty plasma [11]. However in the case of a dust, the ion distribution
near a charged absorbing object might be greatly distorted [43]. For this reason it
will be assumed that the main contribution to the Debye shielding comes from the
electrons and the assumed Debye length of interest will be the electron one [44].
2.3 The Planar Wall Case
One of the most characteristic problems in plasma surface interactions is the case
of a perfectly absorbing planar wall in contact with a plasma. Initially, the wall
would be neutral, however, due to the higher mobility of the electrons, there will
be an increased electron flux which will charge the wall negative. When the ion
and electron currents reach an equilibrium, the wall’s potential will remain constant.
This constant potential will be its floating potential. In order that the wall’s charge
is shielded, quasi-neutrality breaks down near the wall and a positive space charge
region will be created between the wall and the plasma. This region is called sheath.
It was found that for the sheath to be sustained there is a certain condition the
ions must fulfil when entering this region. This condition was clearly recognized and
formulated consistently by Bohm [45] in his 1949 paper [46] and is called the “Bohm
criterion” . The region of the plasma ahead the sheath, where quasi-neutrality still
holds and an ambipolar electric field is established, is called the presheath. The
function of the presheath is the preparation of the ions to fulfil the Bohm criterion
at the sheath’s edge. In the following section the characteristics of the sheath region
will be investigated quantitatively following [14,45,47]. The dimensions of the sheath
region are small compared to the rest of the plasma, they are comparable with the
Debye length, and therefore it can be assumed that the problem is one dimensional.
Also it will be assumed that the ions in the bulk plasma have a temperature equal
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to zero and that they enter the sheath from the quasi-neutral plasma with a velocity
vs toward the wall and that their motion in the sheath is collisionless. Finally, it is
assumed that the electrons are Maxwellian, all the way to the wall, with a temperature
Te and a number density, ne = ns exp (eφ/kBTe), to account for the potential of the
wall. It is also assumed that x = −s and x = 0 in the sheath’s edge and at the
wall respectively and that the potential is zero at x = −s. From the ion continuity
equation one has
ni(x)vi(x) = nsvs ⇒ ni(x) = nsvs
vi(x)
, (2.13)
where ns = ni = ne because at the sheath’s edge the plasma is still quasineutral. Also
from the energy conservation for the ions one gets
1
2
miv
2
i (x) + eφ(x) =
1
2
miv
2
s , (2.14)
vi(x) = vs
(
1− eφ(x)
Es
)1/2
, (2.15)
where Es =
1
2
miv
2
s . In order to find the potential profile we take Poisson’s equation
using Equations 2.13 and 2.15 one has
d2φ
dx2
=
ne − ni
0
e =
ens
0
[
exp
(
eφ
kBTe
)
−
(
1− eφ
Es
)−1/2]
. (2.16)
Normalizing the above equation with φ′ = eφ/(kBTe), x′ = x/λDes and E ′s =
Es/(kBTe), where λDes is the electron Debye length at the sheath’s edge, it becomes
d2φ′
dx′2
= exp (φ′)−
(
1− φ
′
E ′s
)−1/2
. (2.17)
One can now multiply this equation by z = dV/dx′ and bring it into the form zdz =
f(φ′)dφ′, this form can now be integrated with respect to z and f . So by integrating
Eq. 2.17 having in mind that near the sheath’s edge, at x = −s, both the potential
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Figure 2.4: The potential profile in the sheath region with Es = 0.5kBTe/e and setting the
potential at the wall at a normalized value of Vw = −10.
and its derivative are zero, φ′ = 0 and
(
dφ′
dx′
)
x′=−x′s
= 0 , one gets
(
dφ′
dx′
)2
= 2 [exp (φ′)− 1] + 4E ′s
[(
1− φ
′
E ′s
)−1/2
− 1
]
. (2.18)
This final differential equation cannot be solved analytically and has to be solved
numerically in order one to find the profile of the potential and from that the ion
and electron number densities, see Figures 2.4 and 2.5. However, we can derive an
important property of the plasma if we expand the R.H.S. of Eq. 2.18 near the
sheath’s edge (
dφ′
dx′
)2
=
φ′2
2
(
1− 1
2E ′s
)
, (2.19)
From Eq. 2.19 it can be seen that the L.H.S. is always equal or greater than zero, so
the same must apply also for the R.H.S.
Es ≥ kBTe
2
. (2.20)
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This is the Bohm criterion, which sets a minimum kinetic energy that the ions entering
the sheath must have. It was shown in [43] that by analysing the sheath’s edge from
the presheath, the opposite condition is found
Es ≤ kBTe
2
, (2.21)
so for the two conditions to be consistent with one another the equality must be
taken. In the case of a cold ion model, as the one adopted here, this gives the
value of the velocity with which the ions are entering the sheath, the Bohm velocity
vB =
(
kBTe
mi
)1/2
. One can also estimate the potential drop in the presheath. In the
case of a collisionless presheath, the ions need to be accelerated from the bulk plasma
in order to enter the sheath satisfying the Bohm criterion. From the conservation of
energy for the ions it can be shown that the potential drop across the presheath must
be equal to
φpresheath = −kBTe
2e
. (2.22)
In this case the number density at the sheath’s edge with respect to the bulk plasma
can be estimated
ns = n0 exp (eφ/kBTe) = n0 exp
(
−1
2
)
. (2.23)
However, this case is unphysical as it requires the ions moving with the Bohm speed
through the whole infinite collisionless presheath. This is because there is no source
term to replenish the plasma particles lost to the sheath. One can derive a more
consistent presheath profile assuming a presheath with isothermal ions and a source
term [43], i.e. ionization. In this case the potential drop across the presheath is
φpresheath = −kBTe
e
ln(2) , (2.24)
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Figure 2.5: The number density of the ions (dashed line) and of the electrons (solid line) in
the sheath region, same conditions as in Fig. 2.4.
and the density at the sheath’s edge with respect to the density in the bulk plasma
can be calculated as
ns = n0 exp (eφ/kBTe) = n0 exp (− ln(2)) = 0.5n0 . (2.25)
Also, now by knowing the Bohm velocity one can evaluate the equilibrium potential
of the wall, which can be derived by equating the ion and electron one way fluxes on
the wall
Γiw = nsvB ,
Γew =
1
4
ns exp (eφw/kBTe) 〈ve〉 ,
where φw is the potential of the wall and 〈ve〉 is the average electron speed, see [43],
〈ve〉 =
∫ ∞
0
vfM(v)dv =
(
8kBT
pim
)1/2
. (2.26)
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Setting Γiw = Γew , it can be found
φw =
kBTe
e
ln
(
4vB
〈ve〉
)
. (2.27)
Also, taking into account the previous calculations, the potential difference between
the wall and the bulk plasma can be derived. In the case where there is a collisionless
presheath-sheath model the potential difference is
φw−p = −kBTe
2e
+
kBTe
e
ln
(
4vB
〈ve〉
)
, (2.28)
which in the case where Ti → 0 gives
φw−p ≈ −kBTe
2e
ln
(
0.43mi
me
)
. (2.29)
This result can be generalized in the case of isothermal ions with a presheath with a
source term as, see [43],
φw−p = −kBTe
2e
[
ln(4) + ln
(
mi
2pime
(
1 +
Ti
Te
)−1)]
, (2.30)
a plot of the wall potential normalized with respect to kBTe/e as a function of the
ratio of the ion to electron temperatures, β = Ti/Te, for Hydrogen and Argon can
be seen in Fig. 2.6
2.4 The Orbit Motion Limited (OML) Approach
The problem of the potential acquired by an object immersed in a plasma attracted
a lot of interest very early in the development of plasma science, as it had direct
application in probes, a very commonly used plasma diagnostic. A simple model,
OML, was presented by Mott-Smith and Langmuir in 1926 [48]. However, it had
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Figure 2.6: The wall potential, see Eq. 2.30, normalized with respect to kBTe/e as a function
of the ratio of the ion to electron temperatures, β = Ti/Te, for Hydrogen (solid line) and
Argon (dashed line).
several limitations as pointed out in [49,50]. Because of these limitations alternative
approaches have been also developed. In 1957, Allen et al. proposed a fluid approach
for cold ions called in the literature ABR [51]. Furthermore, improvements of the basic
OML approach have been developed. In 1959, the Orbital Motion (OM) approach was
described by Bernstein and Rabinowitz [52] which was later improved by Laframboise
[53] and Kennedy and Allen [50]. In this approach the ions were treated kinetically, a
Boltzmann distribution was assumed for the electrons and Poisson’s equation was also
solved. However, the OML approach due to its simplicity, became the most commonly
used method for the determination of the charge of a dust grain in dusty plasmas.
In OML, the unperturbed ion and electron distribution functions far from the dust
grain, are used in conjunction with the trajectories of particles in the vicinity of the
solid particle to compute the currents onto it. Since its initial introduction there have
been several extensions to OML, most notably the calculation of the charge due to
drifting Maxwellian distributions. In the following sections the basic OML results
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Figure 2.7: A graphic representation of the concept of the OML approach.
together with the case of drifting Maxwellian distributions are examined.
2.4.1 Charging from a Maxwellian Distribution
In order to calculate the charge of a particle immersed in a plasma with the OML
approach, the first step, is to calculate the trajectories of the charged plasma particles
in the potential of the dust grain. A given particle with charge qj has a velocity vj,
when it starts experiencing the electrostatic forces due to the charge of the dust grain,
where the subscript j can either refer to electrons or ions. We assume that the particle
needs to hit the surface of the dust grain in order to be absorbed. The particle is
assumed to be absorbed even if it just grazes the grain, for this reason we will take
this as our limiting case. The moment of the grazing collision the particle has a
velocity of vg,j, see Figure 2.7. For a certain velocity the cross section for charging
collisions between the plasma particle and the dust grain is σdc,j = pib
2
c,j. In order to
find this cross section we can take into account conservation of energy and angular
momentum for the particle j
mjvjbc,j = mjvg,jrd , (2.31)
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1
2
mjv
2
j =
1
2
mjv
2
g,j +
qjqd
4pi0rd
, (2.32)
where mj is the mass of the particle, bc,j is the particle’s impact parameter and qd
and rd are the charge and radius of the dust grain respectively. We assume that the
dust grain has a capacitance equal to that of a charged metal sphere C = 4pi0rd,
assumption which is valid for a solid particle with rd << λD,
qd = 4pi0rdφd , (2.33)
where φd is the potential of the dust grain. By solving Equations 2.31, 2.32 and 2.33
we can find an expression for the cross section for charging collisions
σdc,j = pir
2
d
(
1− 2φdqj
mjv2j
)
. (2.34)
Having computed the cross section for charging collisions σdc,j, we can now calculate
the current of plasma particles on the dust grain. For a given unperturbed distribution
function fj(vj), for the plasma species j at an infinite distance from the dust grain,
the current Ij will be
Ij = qj
∫
vjσ
d
c,jfj(vj)dvj,xdvj,ydvj,z , (2.35)
by changing from Cartesian to Spherical coordinates Eq. 2.35 will become
Ij = 4piqj
∫ ∞
vminj
v3jσ
d
c,jfj(vj)dvj , (2.36)
where vminj is the minimum velocity a particle needs to hit the dust grain. When
qjφd < 0, v
min
j = 0 because the force acting on the particle is attractive. If qjφd > 0,
the force experienced by the particle is repulsive. In this case, the minimum initial
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velocity can be found by setting the grazing velocity vg,j in Equation 2.31 equal to 0
vminj =
(
2qjφd
mj
)1/2
. (2.37)
If the distribution fj(vj) is Maxwellian the integral in Eq. 2.36 becomes
Ij = 4pi
2r2dqjnj
(
mj
2pikBTj
)3/2 ∫ ∞
vminj
v3j
(
1− 2φdqj
mjv2j
)
exp
(
− v
2
j
v2T,j
)
dvj , (2.38)
by performing a change of variables in the above integral, ξ =
vj
vT,j
and ξmin =
vminj
vT,j
,
the integral is computed and the result is of the form
Ij = 4pi
2r2dqjnj
(
mj
2pikBTj
)3/2
v4T,j
[(
ξ2min
2
+
1
2
− φdqj
mjv2T,j
)
exp
(−ξ2min)
]
. (2.39)
In the case that qjφd < 0 and v
min
j = 0, we have
Ij = pir
2
dqjnj
(
8kBTj
pimj
)1/2(
1− φdqj
kBTj
)
, (2.40)
and when qjφd > 0 and v
min
j =
(
2qjφd
mj
)1/2
, Eq. 2.39 takes the form
Ij = pir
2
dqjnj
(
8kBTj
pimj
)1/2
exp
(
− φdqj
kBTj
)
, (2.41)
For a dust grain charged negative, assuming that the ions are singly charged and
ne = ni = n0, and normalizing the potential of the dust grain to φ
′
d = −
φd
kBTe/e
equations 2.40 and 2.41 can be written as
Ii = pir
2
den0
(
8kBTe
pime
)1/2 [√
β
µ
(
1 +
φ′d
β
)]
, (2.42)
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Figure 2.8: The solution of Eq. 2.45 for a H (solid line) and an Ar (dashed line) plasma with
n0 = 1018m−3, Te = 1eV and β = Ti/Te = 0.01, for a dust grain with radius rd = 1µm.
Ie = −pir2den0
(
8kBTe
pime
)1/2
exp (−φ′d) , (2.43)
where β and µ are the ion to electron temperature and mass ratios respectively. After
calculating the particle currents on the dust grain the next step is to find the potential
of the grain. The rate of change of the charge on the dust grain is equal to the sum
of the particle currents
dqd
dt
= Ii + Ie . (2.44)
Substituting in Eq. 2.44 the ion and electron currents and then converting the dust
grain’s charge to its normalized potential, we can get the corresponding differential
equation for the normalized potential φ′d
dφ′d
dt
= − ωperd√
2piλDe
[√
β
µ
(
1 +
φ′d
β
)
− exp (−φ′d)
]
. (2.45)
By integrating numerically Eq. 2.45 the floating potential of the dust grain can be
found, see Figure 2.8. We can see that the evolution of the grain’s potential starts
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Figure 2.9: The normalized floating potential of the dust grain as a function of the ratio
β = Ti/Te for H (solid line) and Ar (dashed line).
from zero and after a steep increase reaches a steady state, where the potential is
equal to the grain’s floating potential. When this stage is reached the derivative of φ′d
is zero and the absolute value of the ion and electron currents are equal. This current
balance can also be used to calculate the grain’s floating potential
Ii = −Ie.
Substituting into the above equation Eq. 2.42 and 2.43 we get
exp
(−φ′d,float) =
[√
β
µ
(
1 +
φ′d,float
β
)]
, (2.46)
by solving numerically this last equation we can derive the floating potential, φ′d,float,
on the dust grain’s surface. The resulting floating potential is a function of the ion
to electron temperature and mass ratios, β and µ. A plot of the floating potential as
a function of β for Hydrogen and Argon can be seen in Figure 2.8.
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Another useful quantity that can be derived from Eq. 2.45 is the charging time,
τch. The charging time gives a measure of the time needed for a dust grain to reach
its floating potential. The derivation will be performed as outlined in [54].
Assuming, that the dust grain has reached its floating potential the derivative of
the normalized potential in Eq. 2.45 is zero. The right hand side of Eq. 2.45 is
set equal to a function g(φ′d). Equation 2.45 can be linearised around the floating
potential, φ′d = φ
′
d,float + φ
′
d,1, and can take the form
dφ′d,1
dt
=
(
∂g(φ′d)
∂φ′d
)
φ′d,float
φ′d,1 . (2.47)
The above differential equation has the solution φ′d,1 = φ
′
d,0 exp(−t/τch), where φ′d,0 is
the initial perturbed potential and
1
τch
= −
(
∂g(φ′d)
∂φ′d
)
φ′d,float
, (2.48)
is the charging time. By substituting the currents in the above equation, it takes the
form
1
τch
=
ωperd√
2piλDe
[√
1
µβ
+ exp
(−φ′d,float)] , (2.49)
from the above expression the charging time, τch can be calculated. A plot of the
charging time τch as a function of β for Hydrogen and Argon can be seen in Fig. 2.10.
For a dust grain charged positive, the OML approach can be still employed but
with having the formulas corresponding to the ion and electron currents reversed,
further considerations on the subject of positive charged dust grains will be discussed
in Chapter 5, where the problem of emitting dust grains will be considered.
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Figure 2.10: The normalized charging time as a function of the ratio β = Ti/Te for H (solid
line) and Ar (dashed line).
2.4.2 Charging from a Drifting Maxwellian Distribution
An extension to the basic OML formalism detailed in the previous section is replac-
ing the unperturbed plasma distribution with a drifting Maxwellian, the derivation
will follow the one in [55]. This approach would represent more realistically either
situations where the dust particle is immersed in a flowing plasma environment or
the dust grain itself is moving with respect to a stationary plasma background.
A drifting Maxwellian distribution, where the drift velocity, vd, is parallel with
the z-axis, has the following form
fj(vj, θ) = nj
(
mj
2pikBTj
)3/2
exp
(
−v
2
j + v
2
d − 2vjvd cos(θ)
v2T,j
)
. (2.50)
The general integral, see Eq. 2.35, to compute the particle current in the previous
section can be again employed. However, in this case for the conversion to spherical
coordinates one must take into account the cos(θ) in the exponential. After integrat-
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ing with respect to φ, we have
Ij = 2piqj
∫ ∞
vminj
∫ pi
0
v3jσ
d
c,jfj(vj) sin(θ)dθdvj , (2.51)
continuing the integration one can derive the form of the particle currents. In the
case that qjφd < 0, we have
Ij = pir
2
dqjnj
(
8kBTj
pimj
)1/2 (
F1(χj)− F2(χj)φ′d,j
)
, (2.52)
when qjφd > 0 the current takes the form
Ij = pir
2
dqjnj
(
8kBTj
pimj
)1/2 (
G1(χj)−G2(χj)φ′d,j
)
, (2.53)
where χj =
(
mjv
2
d
2kBTj
)1/2
is the normalized drift velocity, φ′d,j =
φdqj
kBTj
is a normalized
form for the potential and the functions F and G are
F1(χ) =
1
4
√
pi(1 + 2χ2)
erf(χ)
χ
+
1
2
exp(−χ2), (2.54)
F2(χ) =
1
2
√
pi
erf(χ)
χ
, (2.55)
G1(χ) =
1
4
√
pi(1 + 2χ2)
erf
(
χ+
√
φ′d,j
)
+ erf
(
χ−
√
φ′d,j
)
2χ
,
+
1
4
{
exp
[
−
(
χ−
√
φ′d,j
)2]
+ exp
[
−
(
χ+
√
φ′d,j
)2]}
, (2.56)
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Figure 2.11: A plot of the floating potential of a particle as a function of the drift velocity,
vd, for different β = Ti/Te ratios for Hydrogen.
G2(χ) =
1
2
√
pi
erf
(
χ+
√
φ′d,j
)
+ erf
(
χ−
√
φ′d,j
)
2χ
,
− 1
2
exp
[
−
(
χ−
√
φ′d,j
)2]
− exp
[
−
(
χ+
√
φ′d,j
)2]
2χ
√
φ′d,j
. (2.57)
Assuming that the dust grain is charged negative and immersed in a quasineutral
plasma, where ni = ne = n0, and the ions are singly charged we can write the above
equations as a function of φ′d, β, µ and χi
Ii = pir
2
den0
(
8kBTe
pime
)1/2 [√
β
µ
(
F1(χi) + F2(χi)
φ′d
β
)]
, (2.58)
Ie = −pir2den0
(
8kBTj
pimj
)1/2(
G1(
√
β
µ
χi)−G2(
√
β
µ
χi)φ
′
d
)
. (2.59)
In the limit that χi → 0 it can be shown that the above equations give back the ones
derived in the previous section. In the opposite limit, χ >> 1, it can be shown that
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Figure 2.12: The normalized charging time as a function of the drift velocity, vd, for Hy-
drogen and β = 1.
the ion current becomes
Ii = pir
2
den0
(
1− 2eφd
miv2d
)
vd , (2.60)
In this case the result is the same as it would be for a monoenergetic beam of particles.
Using the same approach employed in the previous section the floating potential of a
dust grain can be calculated from the charge balance of the ion and electron currents,
given by the above equations. A plot of the floating potential of a particle as a
function of the drift velocity for different β = Ti/Te ratios for Hydrogen can be seen
in Figure 2.11
Furthermore, in a similar fashion as previously, the charging time τch can also be
calculated
1
τch
=
ωperd√
2piλDe
{
1
4χi
√
piµ
β
[
2erf(χi)
µ
+ erf (A−) + erf (A+)
]}
, (2.61)
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where A± =
√
β
µ
χi±
√
φ′d,float. From the above expression Eq. 2.49 can be recovered
in the limit χ→ 0. A plot of the charging time as a function of drift velocity can be
seen in Fig. 2.12.
Chapter 3
Charging for a Time Varying
E-field
The OML approach, as it was described in the previous Chapter, is more focused
on the steady state charge of the dust grain. In this form, it does not take into
account time dependent phenomena. But how would the charge of a dust grain
evolve influenced by the presence of an external time varying phenomenon? In the
literature at the moment, to the best of the authors knowledge, there is only one
model addressing this issue [54, 56]. This model was first presented in [56] and then
in greater detail in [54]. It was applied in the sheath of an RF discharge. There
are however indications, as it has already been discussed in previous Chapters, that
such kind of time varying phenomena might be also present in the bulk plasma of RF
discharges, see for example fluid simulations like [57] and kinetic simulations like [58],
and in the study of the PMSE phenomenon in the Earth’s mesopause. In this chapter
previous work on the subject will be reviewed and a different approach introduced
and compared with a modified version of the model introduced by Nitter [56]. The
range of applicability of each approach will be also discussed.
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3.1 Dust Grain Charging in an RF Sheath:
The Nitter Approach.
The model Nitter introduced in [56] addressed the issue of the determination of the
charge of a dust grain in the sheath of an RF discharge, where quasineutrality breaks
down and there are large electric field gradients. Because of the time varying nature
of the RF sheath it was assumed that in the vicinity of the dust grain the potential
would have the form
VRF (t) = V0 + Va sin(ωRF t) , (3.1)
where V0 is the local average potential and Va is the amplitude of the oscillations of
the potential. In the model it was assumed that the angular frequency of the RF
field, ωRF , is larger than the ion plasma frequency ωpi and smaller than the electron
plasma frequency ωpe so that ωpi << ωRF << ωpe. For this reason the ions can be
assumed to stay unaffected by the rapid oscillations of the potential and can only feel
the average potential. On the other hand the electrons can react instantaneously to
the changes and are assumed to be in equilibrium. For this reason the electrons are
assumed to obey a Boltzmann distribution and their number density is
ne = ns exp
(
eVRF (t)
kBTe
)
, (3.2)
where ns is the ion and electron number density at the sheath’s edge. Furthermore,
because the time, the particles need to reach the dust grain from first being affected
by its electric field, is small compared with the period of the oscillating field, the
normal OML approach is adopted and the relevant ion and electron currents are
calculated. This is illustrated in [54] by the comparison of the collision time for a
charging collision, τc, defined as “the time the plasma particle is influenced by the
electric field created by the dust grain”, with the RF period and found much smaller.
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So for a dust grain charged negative the particle currents take the following form
Ie(t) = −nsepir2d
(
8kBTe
pime
)1/2
exp
(
eVRF (t)
kBTe
)
exp
(
eφd(t)
kBTe
)
, (3.3)
Ii(t) = nsepir
2
d
(
8kBTe
pime
)1/2√
pi
8µ
(
1− 2eφd(t)/kBTe
1− 2eV0/kBTe
)
, (3.4)
By normalizing the potentials in these expressions with respect to− e
kBTe
they become
Ie(t) = −nsepir2d
(
8kBTe
pime
)1/2
exp (−V ′RF (t)) exp (−φ′d(t)) , (3.5)
Ii(t) = nsepir
2
d
(
8kBTe
pime
)1/2√
pi
8µ
(
1 +
2φ′d(t)
1 + 2V ′0
)
, (3.6)
where the normalized quantities are denoted as primed. The above equations origi-
nate from equations 2.43 and 2.60 adapted for the collisionless cold ion sheath model
discussed in Chapter 2. The electron current is the same with a number density obey-
ing a Boltzmann distribution whereas the ions are accelerated from the Bohm speed
across a potential difference V0. Furthermore, the continuity equation is employed in
the form of Eq. 2.13 to calculate nivi and relate it to the corresponding quantities at
the sheath’s edge. For the evolution of the potential of the dust grain to be found,
the differential equation, see Eq. 2.45, can be integrated numerically in a similar
fashion as in OML. In Figure 3.1 the evolution of the dust grain’s potential can be
seen, replicating the conditions used for Figure 1 in [54]. It can be seen by examining
Fig. 3.1 that the frequency of the fluctuations of the dust’s potential is the same as
the one of the external field with a phase difference attributed to the particle’s finite
charging time, this is due to the fact that the variation of the electron current is due
to the fluctuation of the electron density with the same frequency as the RF field.
Because of the fact that the external potential is a periodic function of time, the
conventional current balance employed in OML can no longer be used. Instead, now
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Figure 3.1: Plot of the evolution of the dust grain’s potential as a function of time, nor-
malised to the RF period, using Eq. 3.5 and 3.6 for an Argon plasma with ne = 1016 m−3,
Te = 1eV , rd = 15µm and for an external field with fRF = 6.6MHz, V ′0 = −3 and V ′a = 3.
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Figure 3.2: Plot of the evolution of the dust grain’s potential as a function of time, nor-
malised to the RF period, for an Argon plasma with ne = 1016 m−3, Te = 1eV , rd = 15µm
and for an external field with fRF = 13.56MHz, V ′0 = −3 and V ′a = 3.
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the floating condition is that the average of the sum of the electron and ion currents
to the dust grain must be zero
1
TRF
∫ TRF
0
[Ie(t) + Ii(t)]dt = 0 . (3.7)
The steady state potential of the dust grain will be comprised of a constant part and
a fluctuating part
φ′d,ss(t) = φ
′
d,dc + φ˜
′
d,ss(t) , (3.8)
where the average value of the φ˜′d,ss(t) component of the potential must be zero.
Having in mind these considerations the timed averaged charge balance can be written
as
1
TRF
∫ TRF
0
exp (−V ′RF (t)) exp
(−φ′d,ss(t)) dt = √ pi8µ
(
1 +
2φ′d,dc
1 + 2V ′0
)
. (3.9)
The charging time under these conditions can be also calculated based on [54] as it
was done for OML in Chapter 2, but using now the time averaged current balance
condition. The method yields
1
τch
=
ωperd√
2piλDe
(
1
TRF
∫ TRF
0
exp
(−(V ′RF (t) + φ′d,ss(t))) dt+√ pi8µ
(
2
1 + 2V ′0
))
.
(3.10)
However, in this case there is a problem in the fact that there is an integral over
time that complicates the evaluation of the charging frequency. The problem can be
bypassed using Equation 3.9. By comparing Eq. 3.9 with the above equation, it can
be seen that they both include the same integral term. By solving Eq. 3.9 for this
term and substituting in the above equation, Eq. 3.10 becomes
1
τch
=
ωperd
4λDe
√
1
µ
(
1 + 2
1 + φ′d,dc
1 + 2V ′0
)
. (3.11)
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Figure 3.3: Plot of the dust floating potential as a function of the applied fRF , for an Argon
plasma with ne = 1016 m−3, Te = 1eV , rd = 15µm and for an external field with V ′0 = −3
and V ′a = 3.
It can be seen, that in the charging frequency there is no explicit dependence to
the angular frequency of the external field which affects the charging frequency only
through whatever dependence exists between ωRF and φ
′
d,dc. From this form of the
charging frequency the rough proportionality relation for the charging time given
in [54],
τch ∝
√
Te
rdn0
, (3.12)
can also be recovered. A plot of the charging time as a function of the RF frequency
can be seen in Figure 3.4. In the case where
1
τch
<< ωRF it is argued in [54] that
the oscillations of the floating potential will be small compared with the oscillations
of the external potential, Va >> φ˜d,ss, and they can be ignored. In that case Eq. 3.9
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Figure 3.4: Plot of the charging frequency, τch, as a function of the applied fRF , for an
Argon plasma with ne = 1016 m−3, Te = 1eV , rd = 15µm and for an external field with
V ′0 = −3 and V ′a = 3.
becomes
exp (−V ′0) exp
(−φ′d,dc) 1TRF
∫ TRF
0
exp (−V ′a sin(ωRF t)) dt =
√
pi
8µ
(
1 +
2φ′d,dc
1 + 2V ′0
)
,
(3.13)
which can be integrated to give
exp (−V ′0) exp
(−φ′d,dc) I0 (−V ′a) = √ pi8µ
(
1 +
2φ′d,dc
1 + 2V ′0
)
, (3.14)
where I0 is the zeroth order modified Bessel function of the first kind. It can be seen
that in this case the resulting potential of the dust grain, φd,dc, does not depend on
the angular frequency of the external field. However, as it can be seen in Fig. 3.3 and
was shown also in [54] under different conditions there is a dependence of φd,dc with
the potential decreasing with decreasing ωRF . However, it must be pointed out that
very low RF frequencies must be chosen, which for the conditions in Fig. 3.3 would
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Figure 3.5: Plot of the dust floating potential as a function of V0 with Va = |V0| and for an
Argon plasma with ne = 1016 m−3, Te = 1eV , rd = 15µm and for an external field with an
RF frequency fRF = 6.6MHz.
be outside of the bounds of applicability of the model, as they would be below the
ion plasma frequency. Also, a plot of the variation of the dust potential as a function
of the applied V0, with Va = |V0| can be seen in Fig. 3.5
3.2 Applicability of Nitter’s Model and other
Regimes.
Considering the discussion in the previous section a question arises, when is the
previous treatment a good approximation? By looking at the Vlasov equation it
can be shown that a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution with a time varying potential
as the one given in Equation 3.1, where the constant term and the amplitude of
the oscillating term are a function of distance, would be a solution of the Vlasov
equation if the time derivative is neglected. In [54,56] it is argued that this term can
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be neglected as long as the electron plasma frequency is much larger than the RF
frequency, ωpe >> ωRF . An assessment of this claim will be considered with the help
of the linearised Fourier transformed version of the Vlasov equation.
Assuming that a plasma having a Maxwellian distribution f0 is considered, with
a time varying 1D field E1(t) acting as a perturbation, the resulting distribution
function will be f = f0 + f1, with f0 >> f1. Based on this, Vlasov’s equation takes
the form
∂f1
∂t
+ v
∂f1
∂r
− eE1
me
∂f0
∂v
= 0 . (3.15)
Assuming that the external electric field E1 and the perturbation to the distribution
function f1 are ∝ exp [i(kx− ωt)], the above equation becomes
iωf1 − ik · vf1 − eE1
me
∂f0
∂v
= 0 , (3.16)
which has the solution
f1 =
eE1
ime(−k · v + ω)
∂f0
∂v
, (3.17)
it must be pointed out that k represents how the function changes with distance,
encompassing the information of both the spatial gradients (the imaginary part) and
how the wave propagates (the real part). Whereas ω, which is real, gives the tem-
poral behaviour, assuming that the wave does not decay with time. So, in order to
determine whether or not the one used by Nitter is a good approximation, one has to
evaluate the relative importance of the k · v and ωRF terms. There are two limiting
cases. In the case where k · v >> ωRF , the spatial terms dominate. In the opposite
case where k · v << ωRF , the temporal terms dominate. In order to get a quanti-
tative estimate of the applicability of these two cases we can try to approximately
evaluate the ratio
k · v
ωRF
for electrons having the thermal speed. The first case that
can be considered is the one examined in [54, 56], the sheath of an RF discharge. In
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this case k can be evaluated by taking the inverse of the characteristic length relevant
in this situation. As it was seen in Chapter 2 the sheath is of the scale of the Debye
length, so the electron Debye length will be chosen as the characteristic length in this
case. With this choice the ratio can be written as
k · v
ωRF
≈ vT,e/λDe
ωRF
=
ωpe
ωRF
, (3.18)
it can be seen that the ratio of the electron plasma frequency over the RF frequency
in the case of the sheath of an RF discharge is much smaller than 1. So it can be said
that the approach adopted in [54,56] is a good approximation for the RF sheath. The
same argument can be also applied in the bulk plasma of an RF discharge. In this case
the variation of the fields takes place over lengths comparable with the dimensions of
the discharge. So the ratio becomes
k · v
ωRF
≈ vT,e/L
ωRF
=
ωpeλDe
ωRFL
. (3.19)
In this case again ωpe/ωRF >> 1 but there is also λDe/L << 1. For representative
discharge conditions, similar to the ones used in [54], with ne = 10
16m−3, Te = 1eV ,
fRF = 6.6MHz and size of the discharge L = 0.2m, the Debye length is λDe ≈
7.4 × 10−5m and the electron plasma frequency fpe ≈ 898MHz. Substituting these
values in Eq. 3.19 the ratio becomes
k · v
ωRF
≈ 0.05 << 1 . (3.20)
It can be seen that in such case the approach used in [54, 56] would be problematic
and another approach focusing on the temporal derivative of the Vlasov equation
would be needed. In the next section such an approach will be explored.
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3.3 Dust Grain Charging in a Time Varying Elec-
tric Field
In the previous section two limiting cases concerning the treatment of time varying
phenomena were identified. Here the case more relevant to the bulk plasma of an RF
discharge will be examined
The model explored here examines the charge of an isolated dust grain within
a uniform and neutral plasma with the electrons and the ions having initially a
Maxwellian distribution. The externally applied electric field, E1 = ERF cos(ωRF t)eˆz,
is in the z direction and it is only a function of time. For this reason, the problem
will be assumed to be 1D and all the vector quantities treated as scalar. The angular
frequency of the externally applied electric field is assumed much larger than the ion
plasma frequency, ωpi << ωRF . Hence, the ions are not affected by the applied electric
field. It is also assumed that the electric field of the dust grain is small compared to
the time dependent one. This assumption is valid for the whole volume of the plasma,
except from a small sphere around the dust grain where the dust’s electric field is
dominant and the externally applied field can be neglected. Finally, it is assumed,
following [54], that the time for the electrons to travel through this region is much
smaller than the period of the RF field.
The applied electric field is experienced by both the ions and the electrons, how-
ever, due to its frequency, only the electrons are assumed to react to it, acting as a
perturbation to their distribution. The linearised Vlasov equation is used for the per-
turbed electron distribution function to be obtained. The new distribution function
will be fe = f0 + f1, with f0 >> f1, where f1 in our case is a function of the time, the
particle velocities, but not of the position, as the electric field we assumed initially is
constant in the area we are concerned with. Based on the new distribution function
we linearise the Vlasov equation, which becomes
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∂f1(t, v)
∂t
− eE1(t)
me
∂f0(v)
∂v
= 0 . (3.21)
From the above differential equation a form for the perturbed distribution function
f1 can be derived
f1(t, v) =
eERF sin(ωRF t)
meωRF
∂f0(v)
∂vz
. (3.22)
So the distribution function is of the form, see also Fig. 3.6,
fe = f0 − 2ve cos(θ)eERF sin(ωRF t)
meωRFv2T,e
f0 , (3.23)
comparing the above equation with a linearised form of a drifting Maxwellian distri-
bution, see Eq. 2.50,
fe = f0 +
2ve cos(θ)vd
v2T,e
f0 , (3.24)
it can be seen that the above equations are similar if
vd = −eERF sin(ωRF t)
meωRF
. (3.25)
Motivated by this, it is proposed that a distribution function describing the electrons
in the presence of a uniform time varying electric field, is a drifting Maxwellian
distribution, see Eq. 2.50, with a time varying drift velocity vd given by Eq. 3.25.
The form of the distribution in Cartesian coordinates will be
fe = n0
(
1
piv2T,e
) 3
2
exp
−
[
v2e,x + v
2
e,y + (ve,z +
eERF
meωRF
sin(ωRF t))
2
]
v2T,e
 , (3.26)
which gives the one in Eq. 2.50 when the exponent is converted to spherical coordi-
nates. It must be also noted that the particular choice of the electron distribution
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Figure 3.6: A graphic representation of the f1 and f0 distributions and their addition, for
a specific part of the RF cycle.
function also satisfies the Vlasov equation for an electric field E1 = ERF cos(ωRF t)eˆz
∂fe
∂t
=
eERF cos(ωRF t)
me
[−2(ve,z + eERF sin(ωRF t)/(meωRF ))]
v2T,e
fe , (3.27)
∂fe
∂vz
=
[−2(ve,z + eERF sin(ωRF t)/(meωRF ))]
v2T,e
fe . (3.28)
Using the above results in the Vlasov equation
∂fe
∂t
− eERF cos(ωRF t)
me
∂fe
∂vz
= 0 , (3.29)
it can be verified that it is satisfied for fe.
Having found an expression for the distribution function far from the dust grain
and taking into account the assumption, that the time an electron spends in the
region dominated by the electric field of the dust grain, until it hits the dust grain
itself is much smaller than the period of the time varying electric field, the same
method used in the OML approach can be also used here for the calculation of the
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electron charging current
Ie = −e
∫
veσ
d
c,efedv
= Ie,RF , (3.30)
following the OML approach and using the results in Section 2.4.2 yields
Ie,RF = −pir2den0
(
8kBTe
pime
)1/2
(G1(χe,RF ) +G2(χe,RF )φ
′
d) , (3.31)
where φ′d = −
eφd
kBTe
is the normalized dust potential, the G1 and G2 functions are
given in Equations 2.56 and 2.57 in Chapter 2 and χe,RF is the normalized drift
velocity
χe,RF =
(
me
2kBTe
)1/2 ∣∣∣∣eERF sin(ωRF t)meωRF
∣∣∣∣ = ∣∣∣∣E ′RF sin(ωRF t)ω′RF
∣∣∣∣ , (3.32)
where E ′RF = ERF/(kBTe/e/λDe) is the normalized electric field and ω
′
RF = ωRF/ωpe
is the normalized RF angular frequency. Physically, the fact that the drift velocity
in the charging current is in a modulus, reflects the difference in calculating the dust
grain’s charge to calculating the electron flux through a surface. In the latter case, if
the average particle flux of the distribution given in Eq. 3.26 was to be calculated it
would be zero due to the symmetric way the drift velocity would change with respect
to zero. However, in the case of the charging of a dust particle the quantity of interest
is the number of electrons hitting the dust grain. This quantity is not affected by
the changing direction of the drift velocity, with the opposite drift velocity having
the same overall positive effect to the dust grain’s charge. The rate of change of the
charge of the dust grain is again equal to the sum of the currents hitting it.
dqd
dt
= ΣIj = Ii,OML + Ie,RF , (3.33)
by substituting the currents, the differential equation becomes for the normalized
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Figure 3.7: Solution of the differential equation for the charge evolution for 6.78 (top) and
13.56MHz (bottom) for an Argon plasma with ne = 1016 m−3, Te = 1eV , β = Ti/Te = 0.01,
rd = 15µm and for a normalised external field with ERF = 0.01.
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Figure 3.8: The normalised dust grain potential as a function of the normalized electric
field for 6.78, 13.56 and 27.12 MHz. The electric field is normalized to kBTe/(eλDe), for an
Argon plasma with ne = 1016 m−3, Te = 1eV , β = Ti/Te = 0.01 and rd = 15µm.
dust potential
dφ′d
dt
= − ωperd√
2piλDe
[√
β
µ
(
1 +
φ′d
β
)
−G1(χe,RF )−G2(χe,RF )φ′d
]
(3.34)
By solving the above equation numerically, the evolution of the instantaneous poten-
tial of the dust grain can be found, see Fig. 3.7. It can be seen that the resulting
potential is more negative than the corresponding OML potential calculated for a
Maxwellian distribution with the same electron temperature Te and the oscillations
in the solution are at twice the frequency of the applied RF field. This is due to the
fact that the change to the electron current is attributed to the periodic change of the
drift velocity. However, the OML electron current is not sensitive to the direction of
the drift velocity but only to its magnitude, resulting to a fluctuation of the electron
current and subsequently of the potential at twice the RF frequency. Integrating Eq.
3.34 for increasing values of the normalized electric field, see Fig. 3.8, it can be seen
that the potential of the dust grain increases also. On the other hand, repeating the
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procedure for increasing RF frequencies, it can be seen that the difference between the
dust’s potential and the OML solution decreases. Seeking the floating condition for
the dust particle the same problem as in [54,56] arises. When equilibrium is reached
the value of the floating potential is not constant but oscillates around a constant
value. Because of this, the same method used in [54] can be employed. The floating
condition is modified so that the average value of the currents over an RF period to
be equal to 0. The condition itself becomes
1
TRF
∫ TRF
0
[G1(χe,RF ) +G2(χe,RF )φ
′
d] dt =
√
β
µ
(
1 +
φ′d
β
)
(3.35)
and the charging time becomes
1
τch
=
ωperd√
2piλDe
[ √
pi
4TRF
∫ TRF
0
erf(A+,RF ) + erf(A−,RF )
χe,RF
dt+
√
1
µβ
]
, (3.36)
where A±,RF = χe,RF ±
√
φ′d,float . Because of the complexity of the expression the
floating condition cannot be exploited to simplify the above equation of the charging
time which can only be calculated numerically. It can be noted that unlike the
expression of the charging time derived for Nitter’s model, see Eq. 3.10, in this case
the charging time is a function of the RF frequency not only through the floating
potential but also through χe,RF . A plot of the charging time, τch, as a function of
the externally applied electric field E0 can be seen in Fig. 3.9.
3.4 Comparison of the two Models
In the previous section a model, for the charging of a dust grain in a time varying
electric field, was proposed. Even though, this model and the one proposed by Nitter
[54, 56] apply in different situations as it was concluded in previous discussions a
direct quantitative comparison between the two models will be examined in the case
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Figure 3.9: Plot of the charging time as a function of the externally applied electric field
ERF , for an Argon plasma with ne = 1016 m−3, Te = 1eV , β = Ti/Te = 0.01, rd = 15µm
and an RF frequency of fRF = 6.78MHz.
of the bulk plasma of an RF discharge. Because of this, a modified version of Nitter’s
model will be used. This modification includes the use of the conventional ion OML
current, see Eq. 2.42, and the use of an external field with V0 = 0. In an effort
for realistic and representative values to be used for the comparison, the SIGLO-RF
simulation [57] is used and its results for the electric field and potential for the bulk
plasma of the discharge employed, see Figures 3.10 and 3.11. The characteristics of the
simulated Argon discharge are fRF = 13.56MHz, Velectrode = 100V , Ldischarge = 4cm
whereas the simulated plasma characteristics are ne = 4.4 × 1015m−3, Te = 5.65eV ,
Tn = Ti = 300K and the dust grain’s radius used was rd = 15µm. The simulated
electric field, see Fig. 3.10, is used. Normalized to
kBTe
eλDe
, it becomes
E ′ = 0.03 cos(2pi13.56× 106t) . (3.37)
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For the potential Fig. 3.11 can be examined. By using the average potential as the
reference potential and normalizing with kBTe/e, it takes the form
V ′ = 9.2 sin(2pi13.56× 106t) . (3.38)
The results for the two approaches are seen in Fig. 3.12. It can be immediately noted
that the estimated values for the floating potential of the two methods vary greatly
with the modified version of Nitter’s method overestimating greatly the result. Even
though, this result had to be expected considering previous discussions it must be
also pointed out that the latter method takes into account effectively the variations
in the electron number density and its impact on the dust’s floating potential without
taking into account the presence of plasma currents. This is a very good assumption
in the RF sheath where the largest percentage of the current is displacement current
but must be taken into account in the bulk plasma where the largest percentage of the
observed current is electron current. On the other hand, the approach proposed in
the previous section takes into account the local conditions of the bulk plasma taking
into account the particle current present but considering also, in the determination of
the time varying drift velocity, the effect of the time varying nature of the observed
field which limits the velocity that a particle can acquire accelerated in the field.
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Figure 3.10: The temporal variation of the electric field in the middle of the discharge
(top) and the spatial variation of its time average value (bottom) as it was simulated with
the SIGLO-RF simulation code. The characteristics of the simulated Argon discharge are
fRF = 13.56MHz, Velectrode = 100V , Ldischarge = 4cm whereas the simulated plasma
characteristics are ne = 4.4× 1015m−3, Te = 5.65eV , Tn = Ti = 300K and the dust grain’s
radius used was rd = 15µm.
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Figure 3.11: The temporal variation of the potential in the middle of the discharge (top)
and the spatial variation of its time average value (bottom) as it was simulated with the
SIGLO-RF simulation code. The characteristics of the simulated Argon discharge are
fRF = 13.56MHz, Velectrode = 100V , Ldischarge = 4cm whereas the simulated plasma
characteristics are ne = 4.4× 1015m−3, Te = 5.65eV , Tn = Ti = 300K and the dust grain’s
radius used was rd = 15µm.
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Figure 3.12: Comparative results for the simulated plasma conditions for the model pro-
posed here (top) and a modified version of Nitter’s model (bottom) with the corresponding
OML value. The characteristics of the simulated Argon discharge are fRF = 13.56MHz,
Velectrode = 100V , Ldischarge = 4cm whereas the simulated plasma characteristics are
ne = 4.4 × 1015m−3, Te = 5.65eV , Tn = Ti = 300K and the dust grain’s radius used
was rd = 15µm.
Chapter 4
Charging from an SPD Maxwellian
Distribution
In the previous chapter the idea of dust grain charging in a uniform time varying
electric field has been explored. This approach effectively considers the local condi-
tions prevailing in the dust particle’s neighbourhood to deduce its charge. However,
in the wealth of phenomena observed in RF discharges, there are also non local time
varying phenomena, where the distribution function in the locality of the dust grain
is formed due to conditions far away from the local neighbourhood of the grain. One
such phenomenon, is the observation of stochastic heating in low pressure RF dis-
charges. In this chapter a brief overview of the topic of stochastic heating, in the
context of capacitively coupled RF discharges, will be presented, see [59] for a more
extensive review. This will act as a motivation for the construction of an appropriate
model, based on a modification of the OML approach, for the study of dust grain
charging in conditions, similar to the ones found in low pressure RF discharges. Fur-
thermore, a quantitative estimate of the dust particle’s charge for realistic discharge
conditions will be performed based on experimental measurements of the average elec-
tron distribution in the middle of an RF discharge. Finally, the form of time averaged
88
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Figure 4.1: A plot of the EEDF for a bi-Maxwellian distribution as it is observed in exper-
iments where stochastic heating is dominant, see Table 4.1 .
distributions will be examined and the difference in the charging of dust grains from
the time averaged and time resolved electron distributions will be studied.
4.1 Stochastic Heating in Capacitively Coupled
RF Discharges.
The concept of stochastic heating in capacitively coupled RF discharges describes
the collisionless heating of electrons due to their interaction with the RF sheath [59].
The phenomenon has been examined by several authors, see for example [60–62].
Godyak [62] was the first that used the analogue of the process in RF discharges
to Fermi acceleration, a mechanism where particles are accelerated through repeated
reflections off an oscillating boundary. In his work a relation between the ohmic col-
lision frequency and an effective collision frequency exhibited by the discharge has
been established. It was found experimentally, see [63], that for low gas pressures
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the observed effective collision frequency is much larger than the collision frequency
accounting only for ohmic dissipation. A result which indicates the existence of a
collisionless mechanism playing a more important role in lower pressures. It must be
pointed out that in the context of RF discharges the question of interest in stochastic
heating is the power transferred to the bulk plasma from the RF sheath where the
majority of the RF power is deposited. For this purpose the concept of phase ran-
domization is important because the electrons oscillating collisionlessly between the
RF sheaths would not gain overall any energy [59,64]. Through phase randomization
processes, like infrequent electron-neutral collisions and the spatial inhomogeneities in
the structure of the RF fields, energy transfer is achieved. However, for the purpose of
the determination of the charging of dust grains in the bulk plasma of an RF discharge
under conditions where stochastic heating is important, the form of the electron dis-
tribution is of great interest, even if no power is transferred overall to the plasma. In
low pressure discharges, where ohmic heating is not prevalent and stochastic heating
plays an important role, it has been observed that the time average electron distribu-
tion function, in the middle of the discharge, is a bi-Maxwellian [59], see Figure 4.1 for
an example of an Energy Electron Distribution Function (EEDF) of a bi-Maxwellian.
The transition from a Druyvesteyn-like distribution to a bi-Maxwellian distribution
has been studied experimentally both in conditions of decreasing gas pressure, where
one gets bi-Maxwellian distributions for low pressures [65], and in situations where,
for a fixed discharge pressure, bi-Maxwellian distributions have been recovered for an
increase of the applied RF voltage [66], a compilation of characteristic results in cases
where the presence of a bi-Maxwellian distribution is evident can be seen in Table
4.1, information for the corresponding externally applied voltage were not available
from [65]. Great insight has also been gained by computer simulations of RF dis-
charges considering similar situations. It has been shown in PIC simulations detailed
in [67] that in the time resolved distribution of electrons in the discharge there is a
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j (mA
cm2
) V (V olt) P(Pa) n1(cm
−3) T1(eV ) n2(cm−3) T2(eV ) Nr
1 0.92 71.8 9 6.6× 109 0.67 4.02× 108 2.6 0.0576
2 1.07 77.3 9 5.6× 109 0.7 4.1× 108 2.44 0.0686
3 1.14 90.5 9 9.3× 109 0.65 5.6× 108 1.95 0.0567
4 1.39 107 9 1.7× 1010 0.67 5.8× 108 2.27 0.0327
5 3 - 2.7 7.6× 1010 0.55 9.8× 108 4.1 0.0127
6 3 - 4 7.9× 1010 0.48 1.56× 109 2.42 0.0194
7 3 - 6.7 3.8× 1010 0.64 1.75× 109 3.12 0.0444
8 3 - 12 4.1× 1010 0.69 2.19× 109 2.82 0.0511
Table 4.1: Data extracted from experimentally measured distribution functions which
clearly exhibited a bi-Maxwellian nature, where Nr = n2/(n1 + n2), see also Eq. 4.3.
Source [66], 1-4, and from Figure 18 of [65], 5-8.
distinct high energy population of electrons oscillating between the two RF sheaths.
This suggests that in RF discharges where the neutral gas pressure is very low, around
10−2Torr, the instant electron distribution function in the bulk plasma of an RF dis-
charge, can be assumed to be a combination of a Maxwellian distribution function
with a temperature Te,1, representing the low energy electrons, and a second smaller
drifting Maxwellian distribution with temperature Te,2 > Te,1 and a drift velocity
vd,2 = vd,2,0 cos(ωRF t) , (4.1)
which is a function of time. From this point on this particular combination of distri-
butions will be described with the term Stationary Plus Drifting (SPD) Maxwellian
distribution. In this section, the impact that an SPD distribution has on the charging
of a dust grain, using the OML approach will be examined.
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Figure 4.2: A graphic representation of an SPD distribution function at an arbitrary time.
4.2 The OML approach for an SPD-Maxwellian
Distribution
In this Section, the charging of a dust grain immersed in a plasma described by an
SPD Maxwellian distribution will be considered. As has already been discussed, an
SPD Maxwellian distribution is comprised of two parts. It will be assumed that the
Maxwellian part, f1, has an electron temperature Te,1 and a number density ne,1. On
the other hand the drifting Maxwellian part of the distribution, f2, will be assumed
to have an electron temperature Te,2 and a number density ne,2. The addition of the
two number densities gives the macroscopically observed plasma number density
ne,0 = ne,1 + ne,2 . (4.2)
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The ratio of the number density of the drifting Maxwellian, ne,2, over the macroscop-
ically observed number density, ne,0, is defined as
Nr =
ne,2
ne,0
, (4.3)
which expressed as a function of ne,1 and ne,2 takes the form
Nr =
(
1 +
ne,1
ne,2
)−1
. (4.4)
A plasma described by an SPD Maxwellian distribution would macroscopically exhibit
a time varying current density of the form
je = je,0 cos(ωRF t) . (4.5)
For a given macroscopically observed current density the amplitude of the drift ve-
locity of the time varying part of the SPD distribution, vd,2,0, can be calculated as
vd,2,0 =
je,0
ene,0Nr
, (4.6)
the relation of vd,2,0 with the macroscopically observed drift velocity, vd,mac, is given
by
vd,2,0 =
vd,mac
Nr
. (4.7)
With the drift velocity having been calculated, the form of the SPD Maxwellian
distribution can be written as, following from Eq. 2.50,
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Figure 4.3: Comparison of the solution of the differential equation for the charge evolution
with the corresponding OML, for an Argon plasma with ne = 1016 m−3, Te = 1eV , β =
Ti/Te = 0.01, rd = 15µm, an RF frequency of fRF = 6.6MHz, vd,norm = 0.1 , T2/T1 = 1
and Nr = 0.01.
f0 = (1−Nr) f1 +Nr f2
= (1−Nr) Ac,1 exp(− v
2
v2T,1
)
+ Nr Ac,2 exp(−
v2 − 2vvd,2,0 cos(θ) cos(ωRF t) + v2d,2,0 cos2(ωRF t)
v2T,2
) , (4.8)
where Ac,j = n0
(
me
2pikBTe,j
)3/2
and vT,j =
√
2kBTe,j
me
. A graphic representation of
the distribution function f0 for an arbitrary time t can be seen in Fig. 4.2. It can
be seen that by varying the parameter Nr a wide variety of distributions can be
recovered. In the case of, Nr = 1, one gets a single drifting Maxwellian with time
varying drift velocity more akin to situations described by the model developed in
Chapter 3, where local phenomena play a major role. Using the OML approach, as
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was detailed in Chapter 2, see also [55], the electron current takes the form
Ie = (1−Nr) Ie,SPD,1 +NrIe,SPD,2 , (4.9)
where Ie,SPD,1 = Ie,OML, see Chapter 2, for a number density n0 and a temperature
Te,1, and
Ie,SPD,2 = pir
2
den0
(
8kBTe,2
pime
)1/2
[G1(χe,2) +G2(χe,2)φ
′
d] , (4.10)
where χe,j, as in Chapter 2, is defined as χe,j =
(
mev
2
d
2kBTe,j
)1/2
and G1(χe,j), G2(χe,j)
are defined in Chapter 2, see also [55]. For these currents, the differential equation
for the evolution of the dust grain’s charge becomes
dqd
dt
= ΣIj = Ii,OML + (1−Nr) Ie,SPD,1 +NrIe,SPD,2 , (4.11)
normalizing the above equation, using as a normalizing temperature Te,1, and sub-
stituting the charging currents, the differential equation giving the evolution of the
normalized dust potential, φ′d = −
eφd
kBTe
, can be derived
dφ′d
dt
= − ωperd√
2piλDe
[√
β
µ
(
1 +
φ′d
β
)
− (1−Nr) exp (−φ′d)
− Nr
√
Tr
(
G1(
χe,1√
Tr
) +G2(
χe,1√
Tr
)
φ′d
Tr
)]
, (4.12)
where Tr = Te,2/Te,1. A plot of the solution of the above differential equation for
6.6MHz with the same plasma conditions used also in Fig. 3.1 with Tr = 1, Nr = 0.01
and a macroscopic normalized drift velocity, v′d,mac = 0.1, can be seen in Fig. 4.3.
It can be seen that the floating potential is different compared with the OML case
for n0 and Te,1. Examining the fluctuations of the dust’s potential in Fig. 4.3, it is
found that the fluctuation of the potential has twice the frequency of the observed
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current. As in Chapter 3 this is due to the impact of the time variation of the electron
distribution function to the potential of the grain. Repeating the same process for the
same conditions but varying the density ratio Nr a plot of the dust floating potential
as a function of Nr can be constructed, see Fig. 4.4. It can be seen that as the value
of the density ratio, Nr, tends to 0, the value of the potential becomes more negative
compared with the OML solution, whereas when Nr tends to 1 the grain’s potential
tends toward the OML solution. This is because for Nr = 1 the SPD distribution
is a single drifting Maxwellian with a time varying drift velocity. However, for the
cases considered in Fig. 4.4 the drift velocity is too small for this distribution to
give a result appreciably different from the simple OML result. A plot of the floating
potential as a function of the frequency of the RF current can be seen in Fig. 4.5,
for the same plasma conditions as in the previous figures. As was seen also in the
previous Chapter, the potential decreases with increasing frequency even though the
magnitude of the drift velocity is not a function of the frequency as in the previous
Chapter. However, the dependency between the two quantities is weak. Also a plot of
the dust potential as a function of Tr = Te,2/Te,1, again for the same conditions, can
be seen in Fig. 4.6. It can be seen that the magnitude of the dust’s floating potential
increases linearly with Tr. Using the same formalism discussed in the previous chapter
the condition for the floating potential can be written as, see also Equations 2.46, 3.9
and 3.35,
1
TRF
∫ TRF
0
[
(1−Nr) exp (−φ′d) − Nr
√
Tr
(
G1(
χe,1√
Tr
) +G2(
χe,1√
Tr
)
φ′d
Tr
)]
dt
=
√
β
µ
(
1 +
φ′d
β
)
, (4.13)
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Figure 4.4: The normalised dust grain potential as a function of the ratio Nr, for an Argon
plasma with ne = 1016 m−3, Te = 1eV , β = Ti/Te = 0.01, rd = 15µm, an RF frequency of
fRF = 6.6MHz , T2/T1 = 1 and different values of the macroscopically observed vd,norm.
using also the same considerations discussed in the previous Chapters, the charging
time, τch, can be written as
1
τch
=
ωperd√
2piλDe
[ √
pi
4TRF
√
Tr
×
∫ TRF
0
[
Nr
erf(A+,SPD) + erf(A−,SPD)
χe,1
+ (1−Nr) exp(−φ′d)
]
dt+
√
1
µβ
]
, (4.14)
where A±,SPD =
χe,1 ±
√
φ′d,float√
Tr
. A plot of the charging time as a function of Nr
can be seen in Fig. 4.7.
4.3 Simple Model of an RF Discharge
In order to relate the macroscopic observed current in the discharge with the other
discharge parameters, a simple 1D model of a capacitively coupled RF discharge has
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Figure 4.5: The normalised dust grain potential as a function of the RF frequency, for an
Argon plasma with ne = 1016 m−3, Te = 1eV , β = Ti/Te = 0.01, rd = 15µm, vd,norm = 0.1,
T2/T1 = 1 and Nr = 0.01.
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Figure 4.6: The normalised dust grain potential as a function of the T2/T1 ratio, for an
Argon plasma with ne = 1016 m−3, Te = 1eV , β = Ti/Te = 0.01, rd = 15µm, an RF
frequency of fRF = 6.6MHz, vd,norm = 0.1 and Nr = 0.01.
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Figure 4.7: The charging time as a function of the Nr ratio, for an Argon plasma with
ne = 1016 m−3, Te = 1eV , β = Ti/Te = 0.01, rd = 15µm, vd,norm = 0.1, T2/T1 = 1 and an
RF frequency of fRF = 6.6MHz.
Figure 4.8: A graphic representation of the simple 1D model for an RF discharge.
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been formulated [68], see Fig. 4.8. It will be assumed that the bulk plasma of the
discharge has a size L + s, where s is the cumulative size of the two sheaths. The
ion density is assumed to be uniform throughout the discharge and equal to ni. The
electrons are confined to the bulk plasma of the discharge, with a number density ne,
and oscillating between the two electrodes. In order that quasi-neutrality is ensured
in the bulk plasma, it is assumed that ne = ni = n0. Under these assumptions
the electric field, which is confined in the two sheaths, can be found by integrating
Poisson’s equation
dE
dx
=
n0e
0
⇒ E(x) = n0e
0
x+ C1 , (4.15)
where the constant C1 depends on the boundary conditions. The potential can also
be derived using the above equation
dφ
dx
= −n0e
0
x− C1 ⇒ φ(x) = −n0e
20
x2 − C1x+ C2 , (4.16)
where again C2 depends on the boundary conditions. The model detailed here ef-
fectively describes the two sheath regions of the discharge where it is assumed that
the electron number density is zero. The bulk plasma is quasi-neutral with constant
potential and electric field equal to zero. It is also assumed that one of the electrodes,
at x = 0, is grounded and that the other electrode, at x = L + s, is driven with
an externally applied potential, V = V0 cos(ωt). Furthermore, in order to simplify
the analysis the bulk plasma will be disregarded and the size of the sheath near the
grounded electrode will be assumed to be “w”, where “w” is a function of time. With
this information the characteristics of the discharge can be studied.
At x = w, because of the quasi-neutrality assumption, E=0, so from Eq. 4.15 the
constant of integration can be calculated
C1 = −n0e
0
w , (4.17)
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Figure 4.9: A plot of the plasma potential in the two sheaths of a discharge, using the
introduced model, as a function of distance, for a plasma with ne = 1016 m−3, an externally
applied voltage of V0 = 100V and an RF frequency of fRF = 13.56MHz.
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Figure 4.10: A plot of the floating potential of the dust grain as a function of the ratio Nr
for different values of the externally voltage and for an Argon plasma with ne = 1016 m−3,
Te = 1eV , β = Ti/Te = 0.01, rd = 15µm, T2/T1 = 1 and an RF frequency of fRF =
13.56MHz.
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so Eq. 4.15 becomes
E(x) =
n0e
0
(x− w) . (4.18)
Having determined C1 and by the grounded condition for the first electrode C2 can
be determined
C2 = 0 , (4.19)
so Eq. 4.16 becomes
φ(x) =
n0e
20
x(2w − x) , (4.20)
using the above equation the potential at the interface of the two sheath edges with
the bulk plasma can be determined
φ(w) =
n0e
20
w2 . (4.21)
At x = s, the bulk plasma is not calculated, the potential must be equal to the
externally applied potential
V (t) = V0 cos(ωt) =
n0e
20
s(2w − s) . (4.22)
Making the simplifying assumption that when the externally applied potential is most
negative, at t = T/2, the length of the sheath at the grounded electron is zero, w = 0,
it allows the solution of the problem with only inputs the amplitude of the external
voltage and the number density of the bulk plasma. Under these considerations the
total length of the two sheaths can be calculated
V0 =
n0e
20
s2 ⇒ s =
√
20
n0e
V0 , (4.23)
with the value of s having being determined as a function of V0 and n0, w can be also
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expressed as a function of time using Eq. 4.22
w =
s
2
(1 + cos(ωt))⇒ w = 1
2
√
20
n0e
V0(1 + cos(ωt)) . (4.24)
It is now possible to calculate the potential, see Fig. 4.9, and the current across the
discharge. In the sheath, where there is no flow of particles the current will be purely
a displacement current. This current can be calculated at x = 0
j = 0
dE
dt
=
n0e
2
√
20
n0e
V0 ω sin(ωt) . (4.25)
The current can also be calculated by the movement of the electrons. This has to
be the same as the one calculated by the above equation due to current continuity,
however, it will be calculated for completion. Using the expression for w, see Eq.
4.24, the velocity of the electrons can be calculated
j = −n0eve = n0edw
dt
=
n0e
2
√
20
n0e
V0 ω sin(ωt) , (4.26)
comparing the two equations it can be seen that the result is indeed the same. Sub-
stituting the current density in Eq. 4.6, an equation for the drift velocity, vd,0, used
in Section 4.2 can be found as a function of V0 and time t
vd,0 =
1
2Nr
√
20
n0e
V0 ω sin(ωt) . (4.27)
Using this model it is possible to estimate the effect on the floating potential of
different externally applied voltages, see Fig. 4.10.
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4.4 Comparing OML for Instant and Average Dis-
tributions
Both in this and in the previous Chapter various forms of the drifting Maxwellian
distribution with a time varying drift velocity have been explored. Moreover, the
average potential on a dust grain has been computed using the OML approach for
these time varying distributions. However, in most experiments the average electron
distribution is measured instead of the time resolved one. Motivated by this, first
the form of the distribution arising by averaging these time varying distributions
will be examined and second the potential of a dust grain for such a time averaged
distribution will be calculated using the OML approach. To do that, the relation
between the charging from two distribution functions, a time varying and a constant
one, describing the same electron population will be examined. The time varying
distribution examined will be a drifting Maxwellian distribution with a time varying
drift velocity, whereas the constant distribution will be the one resulting by taking
the time average of the previous distribution. The drifting Maxwellian distribution
will be assumed to have a time varying drift velocity of the form vd = vd,0 cosωRF t
and a temperature Te,1. The drifting Maxwellian distribution, assuming that the drift
velocity is parallel to the z-direction, is given by
fe = n0
(
1
piv2T,1
) 3
2
exp
(
− [v2e,x + v2e,y + (ve,z − vd,0 cos(ωRF t))2]
v2T,1
)
. (4.28)
Using this distribution as a starting point the timed averaged distribution will be
〈fe〉 = n0
(
1
piv2T,1
)
exp
(
−v
2
e,x + v
2
e,y
v2T,1
)
× 1
TRF
∫ TRF
0
(
1
piv2T,1
) 1
2
exp
(
−(ve,z − vd,0 cos(ωRF t))
2
v2T,1
)
dt . (4.29)
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It can be seen that the problem can be reduced to the calculation of the average of
a 1D drifting Maxwellian distribution, with a number density equal to one. Also for
the simplification of the numerical integration the case, vT1 = 1, will be considered.
Furthermore, taking into account that the angular frequency can be taken out of the
integration with the change of variables, t′ = ωRF t, without any loss of generality it
will be assumed that ωRF = 1. Two methods will be employed to find the answer.
The first, will be the direct numerical integration of the above equation for
vd,0
vT,1
= 0.5.
The second method, will use the expansion of the distribution for vd,0 → 0 to carry
out the integration and will use the result of the first method for its validation.
By performing the numerical integration the time averaged distribution can be
derived, see Fig. 4.11. This distribution, for values of the drift velocity vd,0 << vT,1,
can be approximated by a stationary Maxwellian distribution with a temperature
Te,2 > Te,1. The new thermal velocity can be found by the value of the time averaged
distribution for ve,z = 0, denoted by 〈fe〉 (ve,z = 0),
vT,2 =
1
〈fe〉 (ve,z = 0)
√
pi
, (4.30)
a Maxwellian distribution with this thermal velocity can be seen in Fig. 4.11. It can
be seen that there is very good agreement between the computed average distribution
and the fitted Maxwellian.
In order to perform the same calculation analytically the part of the distribution
which is to be integrated, is expanded to fourth order with respect to vd,0 around
vd,0 = 0. Taking the average, the distribution function becomes
〈fanal.〉 =
(
1
piv2T,1
) 1
2
exp
(
− v
2
v2T,1
)
×
[
1− v
2
d,0
2v2T,1
(
1− 2 v
2
v2T,1
)
+
v4d,0
16v4T,1
(
3− 12 v
2
v2T,1
+ 4
v4
v4T,1
)]
. (4.31)
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Figure 4.11: (Top) Comparison between the distribution produced with numerical integra-
tion of the time varying distribution (green), the fitted Maxwellian (red) and the initial
distribution (black) . (Bottom) Comparison between the distribution produced with nu-
merical integration of the time varying distribution (green) and the one produced by the
approximate method (blue).
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Based on this result the new thermal velocity vT,2 can be estimated
vT,2 = vT,1
/(
1− v
2
d,0
2v2T,1
+
3v4d,0
16v4T,1
)
. (4.32)
As it can also be seen in Fig. 4.11 the resulting distribution is in very good agreement
with the numerically computed one. The above equation can be written also as
vT,2 = vT,1/A , (4.33)
where A is a positive number with A < 1.
Having determined the new thermal speed of the Maxwellian that approximates
the average of the drifting Maxwellian, the dust’s potential resulting from this distri-
bution can be calculated using the OML approach. Taking into account the previous
results the distribution function can be written as
fe,a(ve)dve = n0
(
1
piv2T,1
) 3
2
exp
(
−v
2
e,x + v
2
e,y + A
2v2e,z
v2T,1
)
dve , (4.34)
converting to spherical coordinates it becomes
fe,a(ve, θ)dvedθ = 2piv
2
e sin(θ)n0
(
1
piv2T,1
) 3
2
exp
(
−v
2
e −B2v2e cos2(θ)
v2T,1
)
dvedθ , (4.35)
where B2 = 1 − A2. Taking into account our previous discussion 1 > B > 0.
Continuing the conversion of the distribution function to spherical coordinates one
integrates with respect to the angle θ in velocity space. The result of the integration
is
fe,a(ve)dve = 2ven0
(
1
Bv2T,1
)
exp
(
− v
2
e
v2T,1
)
Erfi
(
Bve
vT,1
)
dve , (4.36)
where Erfi(z) = −i Erf(iz) is the imaginary error function. The above distri-
bution corresponds to a Maxwellian distribution with a temperature Te,avg, with
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Te,1 < Te,avg < Te,2. In order to find the new temperature corresponding to the
Maxwellian that would fit this distribution, the velocity which corresponds to the
maximum must be found. This velocity will be the thermal velocity corresponding
to Te,avg. Taking the derivative of the above equation yields
dfe,a
dve
=
2
B
√
pi exp
(
− v
2
e
v2T,1
)
Erfi
(
Bve
vT,1
)
×
Bve exp
(
B2v2e
v2T,1
)
√
piErfi
(
Bve
vT,1
) − v2e
vT,1
+ vT,1
 = 0 . (4.37)
By solving the above equation numerically the velocity where the maximum value
of the distribution arises can be found. In a Maxwellian distribution this maximum
coincides with the thermal velocity. So using the computed value of the thermal
velocity, one can plot the corresponding Maxwellian distribution which is a very good
fit to the distribution of Eq. 4.36, see Fig. 4.12. Taking this last fact into account,
and using a Maxwellian distribution with the new thermal velocity, the basic OML
approach, see Chapter 2, can be employed for computing the corresponding floating
potential.
Having developed the mechanics for calculating the floating potential, using the
OML approach, for a distribution resulting from taking the time average of a drifting
Maxwellian distribution with time varying drift velocity, a comparison between the
resulting floating potentials computed for the two distributions can be carried out.
In this calculation, the Argon ions have a temperature Ti = 0.01eV and a number
density ni = ne = n0 = 10
16m−3 in both cases and the dust grain has a radius of
rd = 15µm. The time varying electron distribution is taken to have a temperature
Te,1 = 1eV and a normalized drift velocity with respect to the electron thermal speed
of v′d = vd/vT,1 = 0.5. The RF frequency is taken to be fRF = 6.6MHz. The result
can be seen in Fig. 4.13. For the above conditions the thermal velocity ratio A can
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Figure 4.12: Comparison between the initial distribution T1 (red), the plotted anisotropic
distribution (green) and the one produced by the Maxwellian fitting discussed (blue).
be calculated using Equations 4.32 and 4.33, A ≈ 0.8867. From this the parameter B
can be calculated as B ≈ 0.4623. In the next step, the new thermal velocity, vT,avg,
can be found solving numerically Eq. 4.37 as vT,avg = 1.04016vT,1. Using these new
values the OML potential can be calculated and compared with the potential for the
initial temperature T1 and the case where there is a time varying drifting Maxwellian,
see Fig 4.13. It can be seen that the resulting potential for the average temperature is
less negative than for a temperature T1. Whereas the time varying population leads
to a more negative grain potential. These results were to be expected as the directed
motion of electrons would lead to a more negative potential whereas an increase in
the electron temperature would decrease the β = Ti/Te ratio which in turn would lead
to a decrease of the floating potential, see Chapter 2. Concluding, it can be said that
the OML calculation for a time averaged distribution can result in an underestimated
value of the dust grain’s normalised floating potential.
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Figure 4.13: Comparison between time varying (black, yellow) and average (red) and OML
with initial temperature (black), for an Argon plasma with ne = 1016 m−3, Te = 1eV ,
β = Ti/Te = 0.01, fRF = 6.6MHz, rd = 15µm, vd,norm = 0.5 and T2/T1 = 1.
4.5 A Numerical Example
In Section 4.2 a model for the evaluation of the potential of a dust grain immersed in a
plasma obeying an SPD distribution has been introduced. In this section a numerical
example motivated by experimental measurements discussed previously, see Table 4.1
will be examined. It will be assumed for simplicity that the small electron population
and time varying one have the same temperature, disregarding the fact that there
would be a small discrepancy.
For the calculation of the OML potential, the floating condition, following previous
discussions, will be
(1−Nr) exp
(−φ′d,float)+Nr√Tr exp(−φ′d,floatTr
)
=
√
β
µ
(
1 +
φ′d,float
β
)
. (4.38)
For the fifth case in Table 4.1 the result can be seen in Fig. 4.14. It can be seen,
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Figure 4.14: Comparison between the potential from the average distribution (red) and
the time varying one (black, yellow), for both cases β = Ti/Te = 1/100 and the plasma
conditions given for the fifth case of Table 4.1.
that under these conditions and the simplifications made, there is still a difference
between the OML and time varying results.
Chapter 5
An Overview of Simulations of
Dust in Tokamaks
As was seen in Chapter 1, the modelling of the production of dust particles and their
dynamical behaviour is an important issue for the fusion community. However, in-situ
experimental observations of these phenomena are quite challenging. For this reason
computational modelling of the relevant physics is crucial. At the moment there are
two codes simulating the interaction of dust grains with the plasma environment of a
tokamak. The first is called DUST Transport (DUSTT), see for example [38, 69–71]
and the second is called Dust in TOKamakS (DTOKS) [4,72–74]. Compared with the
DUSTT code, DTOKS employs a different charging model, developed as an extension
of OML, and adopts, in some cases, a simpler approach to the modelling of plasma-
dust-interactions. Because of this, the code has low demand of computational power
and it is flexible. Furthermore, MAST, with easy diagnostic access and plans of
commencing dust related experiments, is modelled for the first time. In this Chapter
an overview of these two codes will be presented, with the main focus being on the
DTOKS code which has been used and modified by the author. Tables summarizing
this comparison can be found in Appendix B.
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In every simulation code studying the behaviour of dust in tokamaks a given
plasma background is coupled with a dust model (charging, forces, etc.) in order to
solve the dust particle’s equation of motion and determine its trajectory. Because of
the large energy fluxes on the grain, the particles can reach high temperatures and
change phase. For this reason a dust heating model is also included in the model.
The physical model of such a code comprises of four major elements:
• The Plasma Background.
• The Charging Model.
• The Equation of Motion.
• The Heating Model.
5.1 The Plasma Background
An integral part of the physical model of a simulation code of dust in tokamaks is
the plasma background used. The plasma background is mainly concerned with the
Scrape-Off Layer (SOL) because dust approaching near the plasma core would rapidly
evaporate due to the very high plasma temperatures concerned. In the DUSTT
code the plasma background is taken by the American SOL modelling code called
UEDGE [75]. The DUSTT code can operate in two distinct modes. In the first mode
the trajectories of dust particles can be traced in a constant plasma background taken
by the UEDGE code. In the second mode the DUSTT code produces statistically
averaged profiles for various dust parameters. This information is then used in the
UEDGE code as a source of atomic impurities. The UEDGE code is then able to
calculate updated impurity profiles. At the moment the two codes are not self-
consistently coupled, as apart from being a source of impurities the solid particles do
not affect the resulting plasma background [71]. In the case of the DTOKS code this
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plasma background can be taken by the edge modelling code B2-SOLPS5.0, see [76].
The B2-SOLPS5.0 code combines a dual fluid plasma code, B2, with a Monte-Carlo
(PIC) neutral code, EIRENE, in order to produce plasma profiles. The SOLPS code
is a European SOL modelling code, equivalent of the American UEDGE code [75],
used to produce plasma profiles for many European tokamaks and ITER. At the
moment there are two tokamak profiles integrated with the DTOKS code, one for
the MegaAmp Spherical Tokamak (MAST) and one for ITER. These were provided
by Rozhansky et al. [77] and Bonnin et al. [78] respectively, see Figures 5.1 and 5.2.
The DTOKS code at the moment works only in a single mode, the dust particles are
injected in a constant plasma background which is used to calculate the relevant dust
parameters based on which the particle trajectories are calculated.
More specifically concerning the DTOKS code, the grid used in the SOLPS code
is an unstructured grid composed of tetrahedra. An unstructured grid, is a grid where
there is no relation between neighbouring cells and every cell has to be defined ex-
plicitly [80]. The DTOKS code converts this grid into a Cartesian grid, the difference
between the two grid types can be seen in Fig. 5.3. The process followed for this
conversion is the one used in Smooth Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH), see [81], to get
continuous fluid parameters from a set of particle like fluid elements. In our case, each
cell in the original grid is represented by its centre. For each plasma parameter, for
example the electron density ne, and each original cell centre the following equality
holds
ne(r) =
∫
ne(r
′)δ(r − r′)dr′ , (5.1)
where δ(r) is the delta function. The value of the relevant plasma parameter between
the points where these values are known has to be deduced. In order for this to be
done, the contribution of each point in its surrounding area has to be calculated. For
this an interpolation kernel, w(r, h), is used, where h is a characteristic interpolating or
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Figure 5.3: Illustrations of a structured Cartesian grid (left) [79] and an unstructured grid
(right) [80].
“smearing” length. Now values outside the previously known points can be calculated
〈ne(r)〉 =
∫
ne(r
′)w(r − r′, h)dr′ . (5.2)
The choice of the interpolation kernel is arbitrary. However, the chosen w(r, h) must
have the following properties ∫
w(r, h)dr = 1 , (5.3)
w(r, h)
h→0−→ δ(r) . (5.4)
In this case a Gaussian function in two dimensions was chosen
w(r, h) =
1
pih2
exp(− r
2
h2
) . (5.5)
Because of the finite number of initial points we use the discretised version of Eq. 5.2
to calculate the values of the plasma parameters in the new cell centres
〈ne(r)〉 =
∑N
k=1 ne,kwk(r − rk, h)∑N
k=1wk(r − rk, h)
, (5.6)
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where ne,k = ne(rk). The same process is repeated for all scalar and vector quantities.
For all the DTOKS simulations the cell size is acell = 0.01m and the interpolation
length is h = 0.03m, see Figures 5.1 and 5.2 for the new DTOKS grid for MAST and
ITER. It must be noted here that plasma values for the plasma core are extrapolated
from the neighbouring SOL values.
5.2 The Charging Model
The basis of a dust physical model is the charging of the dust grains. This is because
the dust grains’ floating potential determines the flux of electrons and ions to the
grain and in this way plays a major role in the determination of the forces experi-
enced by the dust grain and the energy fluxes onto it. As we have seen in previous
Chapters, the most commonly used method of determination of the floating potential
of a dust particle immersed in a plasma environment is the OML approach. Addi-
tionally, in fusion plasmas, where we have energetic plasma species and high energy
fluxes that can heat the dust grains to high temperatures, we need to take into ac-
count additional charging mechanisms, namely Secondary Electron Emission (SEE)
and thermionic emission. Other charging mechanisms due to field emission, photo-
emission and radioactivity have not been considered as they were found negligible
compared with secondary and thermionic emmision [74].
5.2.1 Secondary Electron Emission (SEE)
The bombardment of a material with energetic particles, electrons and ions, can have
as a result the emission of secondary electrons [43]. This phenomenon is caused either
by incoming electrons or ions. However, the peak yield for SEE, due to ions, is for
ions in the keV range Because in the SOL the ions have energies in the eV range, the
ion contribution to SEE is neglected [43, 74] and attention is focused on electrons.
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Figure 5.4: Plot for the SEE yield δsec of Carbon as a function electron temperature Te, for
a Maxwellian distribution of electrons (blue) and a mono-energetic beam (green).
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Figure 5.5: Plot for the SEE yield δsec of Tungsten as a function electron temperature Te,
for a Maxwellian distribution of electrons (blue) and a mono-energetic beam (green).
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In the DTOKS code, effects due to the geometry of the dust grains and their finite
size, see [82], are neglected, as it was thought that the potential corrections, which
apply mainly for nanometre sized dust grains, would be outweighed by the increase
in computational power [74].
For the modelling the SEE yield δsec for a beam of mono-energetic incoming elec-
trons with energy E the Sternglass formula [83] is used
δsec
δmax
= (2.72)2
E
Emax
exp
[
−2
(
E
Emax
)1/2]
, (5.7)
where δmax is the maximum SEE yield for the material and Emax is the energy where
δmax is observed, see Table 6.2.
To determine δsec for a distribution of incoming electrons we need to integrate
δsec over the corresponding distribution. Changing the variable from the amplitude
of velocity in the Maxwellian, see Eq. 2.6, to energy we have
f(E)dE =
4pi
me
√
2E
me
fM(E)dE , (5.8)
so the SEE yield becomes
δsec(Te) =
∫∞
0
√
2E
me
fM(E)δsec(E)dE∫∞
0
√
2E
me
fM(E)dE
, (5.9)
by integrating numerically this equation for different values of electron temperature
Te and performing a numerical fit to the results, an empirical formula for the SEE
yield as a function of electron temperature Te can be found. The general formula
used has the form
log10(δsec(Te)) = C3x
3 + C2x
2 + C1x+ C0 , (5.10)
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Figure 5.6: A plot of δtot (blue) and the corresponding ones due to the SEE, δsec (red), and
thermionic emission, δth (green), for Carbon as a function of dust grain temperature. The
plasma conditions used to calculate the OML current are: ne = 1018m−3, Te = 10eV and
φ′d = 2.
where x = log10(Te). The values of the coefficients for C and W are shown in Table 6.3
together with the values for various other materials, see Figures 5.4 and 5.5. It must be
pointed out that the emitted electron distribution it is assumed to have a temperature
approximately 3eV irrespective of the energy of the incoming electrons [74].
In the case of the DUSST code the same formula is used to calculate the SEE yield.
However, in DUSTT the dependence on the angle of incidence of the incoming elec-
trons, “α”, is taken into account by multiplying Eq. 5.7 by δα(α) = (cosα)
−0.4. For
this reason, an integration is carried out not only with respect to a model Maxwellian
distribution but also with respect to a model distribution of angles of incidence [71].
5.2.2 Thermionic Emission
When a material is heated there is an increased probability that an electron from
within its structure will have enough energy to leave the volume of the material, this
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Figure 5.7: A plot of δtot (blue) and the corresponding ones due to the SEE, δsec (red), and
thermionic emission, δth (green), for Tungsten as a function of dust grain temperature. The
plasma conditions used to calculate the OML current are: ne = 1018m−3, Te = 10eV and
φ′d = 2.
phenomenon is called thermionic emission. The emitted thermionic electron current
density in the DTOKS code, see Figures 5.6 and 5.7 for the thermionic emission
yield δth for Carbon and Tungsten, is given by the following form of the Richardson-
Dushman formula
jth = AT
2
d exp
(
− Wf
kBTd
)
, (5.11)
where A = 1.20173×106Am−2K−2 is the Richardson constant, Td is the temperature
of the dust grain and Wf is the material’s work-function, which expresses the energy
an electron needs to break free from the material, see Table 6.2. In the DUSTT code
the same formula is also used with the difference that the effect of the potential of
the dust grain on the minimum energy the electrons need to break free from the solid
is taken into account [71].
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5.2.3 The Total Emitted Electron Yield δtot
In the DTOKS code these two mechanisms of electron emission from the dust grain are
combined together to calculate the overall electron yield. Comparing these emission
mechanisms with the OML electron current, at floating potential, a first estimate of
the total emitted electron yield δtot can be calculated
δtot = δsec + δth , (5.12)
where
δth =
jth
jOML
. (5.13)
In Figures 5.6 and 5.7 we can see δtot and its different components as a function of
dust grain temperature for C and W. We see that the SEE effect plays an important
role for low dust temperatures, where the energy of the incoming electrons controls
the emission yield. On the other hand, at higher dust temperatures the effect due to
the thermionic emission of electrons is dominant.
As we can see even from this first approximation the dust grain under fusion con-
ditions can acquire a positive charge due to electron emission. This has to be taken
into account when constructing a model for dust grains under tokamak conditions.
In the DUSTT code the ions have a finite drift velocity and are represented with a
drifting Maxwellian distribution, whereas the electrons are assumed to have a station-
ary Maxwellian distribution. When the dust grain has either a negative or a positive
charge, the particle currents, in DUSTT, are calculated by the OML approach for the
corresponding ion and electron distributions. The floating potential is then calculated
by adding the OML currents with the currents of the emitted electrons from the dust
grain. It must be also pointed out that in the current version of the DUSTT code [71]
the effect of impurity ions is taken into account. In the case of a dust grain with a
negative charge, the approach followed in both codes is based on the OML approach,
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Figure 5.8: Plot of the normalized dust floating potential as a function of the total electron
emission yield δtot for β = Ti/Te = 10 (green), β = 1 (blue), β = 0.1 (red) and β = 0.01
(black), for Hydrogen.
in the case of a positive charged dust grain however, the approach adopted in DTOKS
is considerably different. For this reason a detailed description of the charging model
in DTOKS is given in the following section.
5.2.4 The DTOKS Charging Model
As it has been seen in the previous section, in a fusion environment the electron flux
emitted from the dust particle can be larger than the incoming electron flux. Taking
into account various theoretical considerations, see [73, 74], a simple charging model
addressing these difficulties was adopted for DTOKS. In the next section this model
will be described, see also [73,74].
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The δtot << 1 Case
In the case where δtot << 1 the flux of incoming electrons is greater than the emitted
electron flux. For this reason, it is expected that the dust grain would remain nega-
tively charged and the effect of the emitted electrons to the potential profile around
the dust grain would be negligible. Under these conditions one can find the floating
potential of the dust particle using the OML approach, see Chapter 2, modified by
the fact that the total electron flux will be decreased due to the contribution of the
emitted electrons. The total electron current density is
je,tot = (1− δtot)je,OML , (5.14)
so the OML current balance takes the form
(1− δtot) exp(−φ′d) =
(
β
µ
)1/2(
1 +
φ′d
β
)
, (5.15)
where φ′d = −eφd/(kBTe) is the normalised dust potential, and β and µ are the ion to
electron temperature and mass ratios respectively. The value of the normalised dust
potential as a function of δtot for different values of β can be seen in in Figure 5.8. It
can be seen that as the value of δtot approaches unity the model breaks down, giving
negative values for φ′d (positive for the grains floating potential φd) contrary to the
model’s assumption for negatively charged grains. This breakdown, as it can be seen
from Fig. 5.8, is more pronounced for higher values of β. However, even in this case
the breakdown takes place for δtot ≈ 1.
The δtot ≈ 1 and δtot > 1 Cases
Here the effect of the emitted electrons on the structure of the potential around the
dust grain can no longer be neglected. At the point of failure of the previous model
one needs to consider the case of a positively charged dust grain due to the emission
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Figure 5.9: Graphic representation of the potential as a function of distance around an
emitting dust grain, when a potential well was formed.
of electrons from the grain itself. Studies of the problem of emitting dust grains
performed with PIC codes, see [84,85], show that there is a departure from a Debye-
Hu¨ckel like potential. In an emitting grain these studies show the formation of a
potential well around the dust grain [84, 85]. It was argued in [74] that the emitted
electrons create an abundance of positive charge on the surface of the dust grain cre-
ating an electric field that traps the emitted electrons within the potential minimum.
For fusion conditions where thermionic emission is expected to be the dominant emis-
sion mechanism, the electrons are emitted with a temperature approximately equal
to the grain’s temperature, Td [4, 85]. This emitted population of electrons shields
the positively charged dust grain. As a result the dust grain has a positive potential
with respect to its immediate neighbourhood but negative with respect to the bulk
plasma and a potential well forms, see Figure 5.9. So for plasma collection purposes
it can be assumed that the grain is still negative with a potential of [74]
φ′d = φ
′
d,OML −
Td
Te
, (5.16)
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where φ′d,OML would be the OML potential without taking into account electron
emission from the grain itself, see Figure 5.9.
5.3 The Equation of Motion
After having resolved the charge of the dust grain, the next stage is the determination
of the forces acting on the dust particle. In the original version of the DTOKS code
the forces taken into account are the Lorentz force acting on the charged dust particles
the ion drag and gravity. The equations of motion for the dust particles, which are
solved via a leap-frog scheme, have the form
(
dvr
dt
,
dvθ
dt
,
dvz
dt
)
= g +
qd(E + vdust ×B) + Fi,d + Fcent
md
, (5.17)
(
dr
dt
,
dθ
dt
,
dz
dt
)
=
(
vr,
vθ
r
, vz
)
, (5.18)
where Fi,d is the ion drag and Fcent is a force-like term similar to the centrifugal force.
This last term arises because of the cylindrical coordinate system used to reproduce
the toroidal symmetry of the tokamak. The z-axis is along the axis of the torus, which
with the r-axis define the poloidal plane, whereas the θ-axis is perpendicular to the
poloidal plane, see Fig. 5.10. This force-like term has the form, see Appendix C,
Fcent = md(v
2
θ/r,−vrvθ/r, 0) . (5.19)
The ion drag is the force exerted to the dust particle by the flow of ions around it.
In the original version of DTOKS, as presented in [74], a simplified model for the ion
drag was used, where the ion drag was of the form
Fi,d = pir
2
dmin0 |vd − vdust| (vd − vdust) , (5.20)
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Figure 5.10: Graphic representation of the coordinate system used in the DTOKS code.
where vd and vdust are the plasma ion velocity and dust particle velocity respectively.
This formulation of the ion drag force represents the momentum transferred by ions
hitting the dust grain with a cross section equal to the geometrical cross-section
of the particle. Further discussion on the applicability of this equation and later
implementations of the ion drag force in DTOKS will be undertaken in the next
chapter. The electron drag was neglected due to the low mass of the electrons and
their low drift velocity compared with their thermal speed.
One of the forces that has not been included in DTOKS is the neutral drag force,
as it was estimated that for the MAST and ITER conditions it was negligible [74].
Another force that has been neglected was the rocket force that is developed due to
the asymmetrical ablation of objects in the presence of temperature gradients. Even
though, this force plays a role in the case of pellet injection [86], it was found that
the necessary temperature gradients cannot be developed across small objects, with
a size comparable to the Debye length, as in the case of the dust particles discussed
here [87]. Furthermore, also the thermophoretic force and the force due to radiation
pressure are not taken into account.
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In the DUSTT code the forces acting on the solid particles are the ion drag, where
also the effect of impurity ions is taken into account, the neutral drag, the electric force
and gravity. Forces that are not computed include the v×B force, the electron drag,
the thermophoretic force, the rocket force and the force due to radiation pressure. An
important point that needs to be noted is the inclusion in DUSTT of particle-wall
collisions, whereas, as also in DTOKS, dust-dust interactions are neglected. It must
be also noted that the ion drag force in the DUSTT code is calculated for ions having
a drifting Maxwellian distribution and the Coulomb logarithm for a dust grain with
a negative charge is calculated following [69, 88] whereas for a positive charged dust
grain following [89].
5.4 The Heating Model
As has already been discussed the large energy fluxes directed on the dust particle
make the monitoring of the dust grain’s temperature essential. The model used in the
DTOKS code is based on a model developed initially by Karderinis et al. [87,90], see
also [4,72]. The first step toward that goal is the modelling of the kinetic energy flux
to the dust grain due to its bombardment with ions and electrons from the plasma.
In the DTOKS code and for a grain with a negative charge, the ions are accelerated
in the potential of the dust grain whereas the electrons are decelerated. The electrons
that reach the dust grain are from the tail of the distribution and reach the dust grain
with an average energy of 2kBTe. The corresponding energy fluxes used are the ones
calculated for a stationary Maxwellian distribution in [91]
Ξi(rd) = Γi(rd)
(
2kBTi + 2φ
′
dkBTe + φ
′
d
2kBTe/β
1 + φ′d/β
)
, (5.21)
Ξe(rd) = (2kBTe)Γe(rd) , (5.22)
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where Γe and Γi denote the electron and ion particle fluxes respectively whereas Ti
and Te are the ion and electron temperatures. In the DUSTT code a similar approach
is adopted, but using a drifting Maxwellian distribution for the ions and also taking
into account the impact of impurity ions.
When the dust grain is charged positive, in the case of the DTOKS code, the
assumption of the development of a potential well around it, see previous discussions,
leads to a different approach in the calculation of the energy fluxes due to particle
bombardment. In the charging model for the charging of positive charged grains
adopted in DTOKS, see Fig. 5.9, there are two parts in the potential. The first part,
is a negative potential starting from the plasma and ending at the potential minimum,
which has a potential equal to the one given by OML. In this first part the particle
fluxes are the ones given by OML. In the second part, the potential, which is positive
with respect to the potential minimum, is attractive for the electrons and repulsive
for the ions and extends from the potential minimum to the dust grain. The potential
difference is equal to the temperature of the dust grain. However, because the OML
potential is of the order of the temperature of the plasma electrons, which for fusion
conditions Te >> Td, the grain is negative with respect to the bulk plasma. For this
reason all the ions reaching the potential minimum will have enough energy to reach
the dust grain and their energy flux can be calculated with the same equation as before
with the new floating potential. The electrons on the other hand are accelerated in
the second part of the potential and they will gain energy compared with the average
2kBTe that they had at the minimum. Because of this, their energy flux will be
calculated with the same formula used for the ions but instead of using the floating
potential of the grain, the potential difference between the grain and the potential
minimum, Td/Te, is used [4]
Ξi(rd) = Γi(rd)
(
2kBTi + 2φ
′
dkBTe + φ
′
d
2kBTe/β
1 + φ′d/β
)
, (5.23)
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Mass Range Reflection A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 A6
Parameters
µ > 20 RN 0.8250 21.43 8.606 0.6425 1.907 1.9277
RE 0.6831 27.16 15.66 0.6598 7.967 1.822
15 ≥ µ ≥ 12 RN 0.6192 20.01 8.922 0.6669 1.864 1.899
RE 0.4484 27.16 15.66 0.6598 7.967 1.822
7 ≥ µ ≥ 6 RN 0.5173 2.549 5.325 0.5719 1.094 1.933
RE 0.4222 3.092 13.17 0.5393 4.464 1.877
Table 5.1: The values of the constants in Eq. 5.26 for various ratios of the mass of substrate
to the incoming atoms [92].
Ξe(rd) = Γe(rd)
(
2kBTe + 2kBTd + kBT
2
d /Te
(1 + Td/Te)
)
. (5.24)
In the corresponding case in the DUSTT code the same derivation as for the negative
case is followed using again a drifting Maxwellian for the ions and a stationary one
for the electrons and including impurity ions.
In the DTOKS code, contributions to the energy fluxes due to the presence of
neutrals, were analysed [74] and were deemed negligible in situations where the num-
ber density of the neutrals is smaller than the one of the other plasma species. It
must be also pointed out here that only hydrogen is considered. Fluxes of impurity
ions can increase the particle’s radius but this effect is neglected in DTOKS whereas
is incorporated in DUSTT.
In order for the heating process to be fully modelled, apart from the fluxes of
kinetic energy deposited on the grain, there are additional processes that need to be
taken into account relating to the fate of the ions and electrons once they reach the
dust grain.
5.4.1 Backscattering
Particles hitting a surface can be backscattered in the resulting collisions with the
atoms comprising the surface. These backscattered particles carry also a fraction
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of the kinetic energy of the initial incoming particles. It must be pointed out that
this process, which is significant for the plasma ions is not taken into account for the
particle’s charging. This is because for a negative dust grain the ions recombine on the
surface of the grain with free electrons and effectively a neutral atom is backscattered.
In the case of a positive dust grain, where there are no free electrons on the dust
grains’s surface, backscattering can affect the charging process. However, this part
of the ion flux is negligible compared with the emitted electron flux so in DTOKS it
was assumed that it can be neglected as far as the charging is concerned [74].
Backscattering is a process which depends on the energy of the incoming parti-
cles. The values of the ratios of the number and energy of the backscattered ions
compared with the incoming ones is determined through experiments with mono-
energetic ion beams. Results of such experiments for various materials have been
compiled in empirical formulas by various authors. In DTOKS the implementation
of backscattering uses the empirical formulas derived in [92]. In their work Thomas
et al. [92] parametrised the fraction of backscattered ions RN and the fraction of the
backscattered energy RE as a function of the Thomas-Fermi reduced energy
 =
0.0325m2E
(m1 +m2)Z1Z2
√
Z
2/3
1 + Z
2/3
2
, (5.25)
where m1 and m2 are the masses of the incoming and substrate atoms respectively
and Z1 and Z2 are the charges of the nuclei of the incoming and substrate atoms
respectively. The formulas then for the relevant quantities are
RN/E =
A1 ln(A2+ e)
1 + A3A4 + A5A6
, (5.26)
where the relevant constants are given in [92] as a function of the mass ratio µ =
m2/m1, see Table 5.1. However, because the experimental results given by the em-
pirical formulas above were derived for mono-energetic ions, there is a need to inte-
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grate the results over the distribution of the OML ions to derive the average energy
backscattered R¯E per ion, where it was assumed that the ion distribution retains its
Maxwellian shape with the addition of energy equal to that gained going down the
potential drop to the dust grain. Taking into account these considerations the total
energy flux backscattered is R¯EΞi(rd).
5.4.2 Electron Emission
As we have seen in a previous section the role of emitted electrons is important in
the charging of the dust grain. However, the emitted electrons also play a role in the
energy balance of the dust grain. There are, as it was seen, two important popula-
tions of emitted electrons, the ones due to SEE and thermionic emission. Secondary
electrons are emitted between energies of 1 − 5eV irrespective of the energy of the
electrons that initially created them [82, 85]. In DTOKS an average energy of 3eV
is assumed. The thermionic electrons are emitted with an energy comparable to the
temperature of the dust grain Td. However, the energy needed for their initial release
from the material has to be taken into account. This energy is equal to the work
function Wf of the material. Based on these considerations the total energy flux due
to emitted electrons can be evaluated
Ξemit = ((2kBTd +Wfe)δth + (3.0 +Wf )eδsec)Γe . (5.27)
This heating mechanism is neglected in the case of a positively charged grain as it
is assumed that the emitted electrons will be confined near the dust grain and will
rapidly return to it.
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5.4.3 Neutral Recombination
An additional energy flux that must also be taken into account is the one relating to
the recombination of plasma particles on the surface of the dust grain. For Hydrogen
atoms, electron-ion recombination on the grain surface releases 13.6 eV for the cre-
ation of a neutral atom. In both DTOKS and DUSTT it is assumed that all incident
ions to a negative grain recombine as they interact with the dust grain material. The
total energy flux deposited on the dust grain due to this process is 13.6eΓi. Further-
more, the neutral atoms that are formed are assumed to form H2 molecules, releasing
an additional 2.2 eV of energy. Because two neutral atoms produce one molecule,
the energy flux deposited on the grain is 1.1eΓi. These molecules are assumed to
thermalise with the grain and are released with energy 2kBTd, resulting in a flux of
kBTdΓi lost from the grain. The total energy flux due to recombination for a negative
charged dust grain is
Ξrec = (13.6e+ 1.1e− kBTd)Γi . (5.28)
For a positively charged grain, we assume backscattered ions do not recombine, as
they are reflected from the grain and do not interact with the surface for significant
periods of time. For this reason the previous equation is modified to
Ξrec = (13.6e+ 1.1e− kBTd)(1−RN)Γi , (5.29)
where RN is the average fraction of particles backscattered per incoming ion, see
previous section.
In the DTOKS as well as the DUSTT code the effect of recombination of impurity
ions is neglected.
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5.4.4 Thermal Radiation
Another energy flux that needs to be calculated is the one the dust particle exchanges
with its environment through radiation. In both codes the energy flux due to radiation
is calculated using the Stefan-Boltzmann law
Ξrad = ασ(T
4
d − T 4w) , (5.30)
where α is the emissivity, a material dependent constant, σ is Stefan-Boltzmann’s
constant and Td and Tw are the temperature of the dust grain and the wall of the
tokamak respectively in Kelvin. In the version of DTOKS detailed in [74] the wall
temperature was assumed to be zero, Tw = 0K, whereas in the DUSTT code it can
take various values depending on the tokamak, eg. in the simulations detailed in [71]
it was assumed to be Tw = 400K. Additional to the conventional equation given
above, in the DUSTT code a correction for the radiative energy flux is introduced
in the case where the wavelength, at which the maximum of the emitted radiation
occurs, is smaller than the radius of the dust grain, see [93,94].
5.4.5 Phase Changes
Having discussed the energy fluxes on the dust grain, the dust heating model can be
completed by taking into account what happens when the temperature of the dust
grain reaches its melting/sublimation point or there is evaporation of dust material.
In the DTOKS code, at the melting/sublimation temperature, all the incoming energy
will be used for the melting/sublimation of the material. For materials that sublime,
like Carbon, the calculation ends with the total sublimation of the dust grain. For
all the other materials, like Tungsten, after the dust grain has melted, it is further
heated until the particle reaches its boiling point where it evaporates [38]. It must be
pointed out that during its melting phase, in both the DTOKS and DUSTT codes,
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it is assumed that the grain still retains its spherical shape [38].
More specifically, in each time step the radius of the shell of the dust grain melted/
evaporated/sublimated is calculated, by balancing the incoming energy with the one
needed for the material to change phases
δrd = Ξnetδt/(ρdh) , (5.31)
where ρd is the density of the dust grain material, and h is its latent heat for the corre-
sponding phase change. Similarly, the change in mass melted/evaporated/sublimated
can be calculated
δm = 4pir2dΞnetδt/h . (5.32)
In the DUSTT code on the other hand, instead of the use of the boiling/sublimation
temperature the saturated vapour pressure of a material at a certain temperature is
used, for Carbon for example a semi-empirical formula is used, given by [71,95]
PV (Pa) = 10
B−A/Td , (5.33)
where Td is in Kelvins and the values of the constants for graphite are, A = 40181.0K
and B = 14.8. For other materials experimental data were used, see [38]. Based on
this, the Hertz-Knudsen equation is then used for the calculation of the fluxes of dust
material lost from the grain
Γsub/evap = PV /
√
2pimMTd , (5.34)
where mM is the mass of the atom of the material comprising the dust particles.
This flux together with physical and chemical sputtering and in the case of Carbon,
Radiation Enhanced Sublimation (RES), processes neglected in the DTOKS code as
they were deemed as negligible [74,96], comprise the ablation model for DUSTT.
Chapter 6
DTOKS: Current Status and
Results
In the previous Chapter a brief description of the main points of the physical model
of the DTOKS and DUSTT codes, as they have been described in [4,74] and [38,71]
respectively, has been presented. In this Chapter the focus will be on the DTOKS
code. Recent additions to the code implemented by the author will be presented.
A review of the choices made in the implementation of the physical model will be
carried out. Moreover, an assessment of the impact of the variation of the various
plasma and dust parameters will be carried out using a uniform plasma background.
Finally, results for ITER will be presented using the current version of the code.
The assessment of the importance of the various parts of the physical model will
be carried out in two ways. The first method will involve the use of a 2D (x,z)
constant and uniform plasma background, see Fig. 6.1. A reference plasma has
been chosen with electron and ion temperatures, Te = Ti = 30eV , corresponding
number densities, ne = ni = 2 × 1019m−3, and a plasma flow velocity in the x-
direction, vd = −400m/s which corresponds to a normalized value of v′d = 0.0075 with
respect to the corresponding ion thermal velocity. Also reference values have been
137
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Figure 6.1: Graphic representation of the geometry of the 2D constant and uniform plasma
background and the reference values for the plasma and the Carbon dust grain.
chosen for the injected dust grains, they are spherical with a radius, rd = 5µm which
corresponds to a normalized value of r′d = 0.55 with respect to the corresponding
electron Debye length, and they are injected with an initial velocity parallel to the
z-direction, vinit = 10m/s, the material of the grain was chosen to be Carbon. The
characteristics of the dust trajectory for these specific parameters can be seen in Table
6.1. Various parts of the model will be modified, 50% - 75% - 125% - 150%, with
respect to their reference value and the difference in the distance travelled in the x
and z directions will be studied. In this way the differences in the dynamic behaviour
of the dust grains introduced by these changes will be quantified and investigated.
The second method will involve the study of representative dust trajectories from
simulations performed in the MAST plasma background.
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Parameter Value
Life Time (s) 0.01
Distance-x (m) 0.099
Distance-z (m) 0.095
Velocity-x (m/s) 83.72
Velocity-z (m/s) 7.83
Table 6.1: The values of the various dust parameters for the model plasma background.
6.1 Plasma Background
In the previous Chapter the method followed for converting the plasma background
derived from the SOLPS code to the form employed by the DTOKS code has been
detailed. However, the method has one weak point, it smooths differences between
nearby cells. This happens because in the calculation of the value assigned to a new
grid cell, one needs to average the value of many of the initial grid cells with a weight
factor depending on their distance from the centre of the new grid cell. The discrep-
ancy that can arise, can be seen very clearly in a comparison of the toroidal thermal
Mach number, MT = vd/vT,i, in the SOLPS and DTOKS backgrounds, see Fig. 6.2.
In the original SOLPS grid the extreme values of this quantity for MAST were 1.22
and −0.91, whereas in the new DTOKS grid these are 0.95 and −0.66 respectively.
For this mismatching to be limited within the bounds of the employed method one
could experiment with different combinations of acell and h for optimum results. Al-
ternatively, the original SOLPS grid could be used in order the plasma profile to be
faithfully carried from SOLPS to DTOKS. This approach can potentially simplify
both the communication between the two codes, as well as the future integration of
DTOKS with SOLPS or other similar SOL simulation codes.
Having discussed the difference between the SOLPS background and the one used
in DTOKS the question of the impact of the change of the various plasma parameters
on the dynamical behaviour of the injected dust grains will be discussed. The uniform
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Figure 6.3: Plots of the normalized distance travelled by the dust grain in the x and z
directions as a function of the percentage of the corresponding reference plasma parameter,
where Te,ref = Ti,ref = 30eV , Distance-xref = 0.099m and Distance-zref = 0.095m.
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plasma background already discussed, see Fig. 6.1, will be used for exploring this
question. The plasma parameters that will be varied will be, Te, Ti, np = ne = ni
and vd, see Figures 6.3 and 6.4. It can be seen that the parameters with the larger
impact on the behaviour of the dust grain are, in order of significance, the electron
temperature Te and the plasma number density np. In both cases the normalized
distance decreases with the increase of the parameter following a quartic behaviour as
a function of the inverse of the corresponding ratio. This is expected in these cases as
well as in the case of the ion temperature, Ti, because the increase of the corresponding
parameter results in an increase of the heating fluxes to the dust grain and a reduction
in the dust survival time. Contrary to the first two cases, the behaviour of the ion
temperature, Ti, and flow velocity, vd, plots are to a good approximation linear with
approximately the same impact on the behaviour of the dust. In the case of the of vd
the only significant change is on the x direction parallel to the plasma flow which of
course increases with increasing flow speeds. However, changes in the x direction are
more profound also for the rest of the parameters. This is because an increase in the
survival time of the dust grain can have a greater effect on the distance travelled by
the dust grain due to the higher acceleration in that direction.
The same exercise can be performed also for the characteristics of the dust grain.
The result of varying the dust grain’s initial radius and injection velocity can be seen
in Fig. 6.5. It can be seen that in both cases the behaviour is linear in the z direction
and increases with the increase of the relevant parameter. This is because an increase
in rd leads to an increase in the survival time of the particle whereas an increase
in the initial dust injection speed, vinit, will increase the distance travelled by the
particle within its survival time. In the x direction, it can be seen that the change in
vinit introduces, as expected, no changes whereas this is not true in the case of the
radius. This is because the increase in the dust’s survival time translates in longer
acceleration by the plasma flow. The change however, is not so pronounced because
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Figure 6.4: Plots of the normalized distance travelled by the dust grain in the x and z
directions as a function of the percentage of the corresponding reference plasma parameter,
where np,ref = 2 × 1019m−3, vd,ref = 400m/s, Distance-xref = 0.099m and Distance-
zref = 0.095m.
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Figure 6.5: Plots of the normalized distance travelled by the dust grain in the x and z
directions as a function of the percentage of the corresponding reference dust grain pa-
rameter, where rd,ref = 5µm, vinit,ref = 10m/s, Distance-xref = 0.099m and Distance-
zref = 0.095m.
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the resulting increase in the mass of the grain limits this effect.
6.2 Charging Model
The charge of a dust grain plays a central role in determining its behaviour, as it
controls the forces exerted on it and also the heat loads it experiences. At the moment
as it was seen in the previous Chapter, in DTOKS the standard version of OML
without flows constitutes the basis of the charging model opposed to the one with
a drifting Maxwellian ion population used in the DUSTT code. But how different
are these two approaches in the regime of interest? As discussed in Chapter 2, there
are two important parameters that need to be considered, the ratio of ion to electron
temperature, β = Ti/Te, see Fig. 6.6, and the flow speed of the ions normalized
to the ion thermal velocity, the ion thermal Mach number MT = vd/vT,i, see Fig.
6.2. In MAST the values of these two parameters vary between 0.12 and ≈ 3 for
the temperature ratio β and between 0 and ≈ 1.2 for the thermal Mach number. In
ITER the temperature ratio β varies between 0.5 and 10.1 whereas the thermal Mach
number varies between 0 and ≈ 1.7. In this regime and using the results in Chapter
2 the potential of the dust grain using OML without flow is approximately within
±5%, for β = 1, of the result given by OML with a drifting Maxwellian distribution.
This difference is very small considering the accuracy of OML in general and the
uncertenties of dust grain charging in a tokamak environment, as is for example the
presence of a magnetic field.
As mentioned above, an additional issue that needs to be considered is the valid-
ity of the OML approach altogether. This issue has attracted considerable attention
over the years, see [49] where it was argued that the assumptions underlying OML
are never met. Comparing OML with the more complete Orbital Motion (OM) ap-
proach, see [50], it was concluded that the results given by the OML approach are a
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Figure 6.7: (Top) A plot of the potential derived with the OM approach normalized to the
electron temperature [50]. (Bottom) A plot of the potential derived with the OM approach
normalized to the corresponding OML potential.
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Figure 6.9: Plot of the normalized distance travelled by the dust grain in the x and z di-
rections as a function of the percentage of the ratio of the dust potential to the reference
dust potential, where φdust,ref is the dust grain’s floating potential as was calculated fol-
lowing the DTOKS charging model, see Section 5.2, Distance-xref = 0.099m and Distance-
zref = 0.095m.
good approximation in the case where the electron Debye length is much larger than
the radius of the dust grain, rd, see Fig. 6.7 [50]. Plotting again the OM results,
but for the values of the dust’s floating potential normalized with respect with the
corresponding OML value, an estimate of this deviation in terms of percentages can
be obtained, see Fig. 6.7. It can be seen that deviations from the OML value can be
as high as 50% in the range of β ≈ 1, as it was also pointed out in [97]. Combining
this with the plots of the parameter β and the electron Debye length normalized
to 10µm, see Figures 6.6 and 6.8, it can be concluded that under tokamak condi-
tions there can be considerable deviations between the dust potential given by the
OM and the OML approaches. These differences can become crucial in the case of
larger than the electron Debye length dust particles and special consideration for this
case must be given in future versions of the DTOKS model. It must be pointed out
at this point that the OM approach detailed in [50] corresponds to the non-flowing
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case and at the moment there is no corresponding treatment addressing the drifting
Maxwellian case, which could potentially point to greater discrepancies. A treatment
using OML with a drifting Maxwellian distribution but the self-consistent potential
for the non-flowing case derived by Laframboise [53] was presented by Godard [98,99].
A numerical investigation of this question however, by Hutchinson [100] with the PIC
code SCEPTIC [88, 100, 101] showed that OML remains a good approximation also
in this case for small dust particles compared to the Debye length.
Another issue that also merits consideration in evaluating the possible deviations
from the OML results used in DTOKS is the issue of the impact of the presence of
strong magnetic fields to the charging of the dust particles. This factor has been
considered both in its own right [102] and within the context of dust modelling in
tokamaks [70]. However, due to the complexity of the question the issue is far from
closed. One of the parameters that can be used to evaluate the potential impact of
the presence of the magnetic field is the ratio of the dust grain’s radius to the Larmor
radius of the plasma particles. At present it is argued that there are three limiting
cases concerning the effect of magnetic fields to the charging of the dust grains [70].
The first case is when the Larmor radius of both the electrons and the ions is much
larger than the radius of the dust grain, RL,e,i >> rd, in this case the magnetic field
is believed to have negligible effect on the charging of the dust grains. The second
case is when the electron Larmor radius is much smaller than the grain’s radius but
the ion Larmor radius is much larger than the dust’s radius, RL,i >> rd >> RL,e. In
this case the ion OML current remains the same but the electron current is modified
to accommodate the fact that the electrons can now only move freely parallel to the
magnetic field. The third and final case is when both the ion and electron Larmor radii
are much smaller than the dust radius, rd >> RL,e,i, in these case both OML currents
are affected by the magnetic field changing again the resulting OML potential. It has
been shown, based on simple considerations that the presence of the magnetic field
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can introduce a difference up to 30% to the standard OML result [70].
Having examined the issues concerning the potential of the grain in various situ-
ations it will be useful to see how the difference in the OML potential, which is the
basis of the DTOKS charging model, would affect the behaviour of the dust grain.
Using the plasma background introduced at the beginning of this Chapter, see Fig.
6.1, changes up to ±50% to the potential of the dust grain has been explored. It can
be seen in Fig. 6.9 that the change in the value of the potential has a profound effect
to the behaviour of the dust grain. The reason is that the grain’s potential plays
an active role to all the processes related to the dust grain, it affects the forces it
experiences through ion drag and also the energy fluxes it receives. The increase in
the distance travelled both in the x and z directions, with the increase in the floating
potential of the dust grain, is because in the case of the ion drag a higher potential
enhances the force exerted to the dust grain through Coulomb collisions when in the
same time reduces the particle fluxes on its surface, and thus the energy to the dust
grain, increasing this way its survival time.
6.3 The Equation of Motion
As it was seen in the previous Chapter the forces taken into account in DTOKS are
ion drag, gravity and the Lorentz force. Considering a plot of the magnitude of the
various forces acting on a dust particle during a MAST simulation where the Carbon
particle ablates, see Fig. 6.10, it can be seen that the dominant force influencing its
behaviour is ion drag. The second most important force is gravity and the third is the
Lorentz force which only becomes important for very small grains. For this reason it
is important to look more closely at the model used for the ion drag. At this point,
the current views on ion drag will be briefly reviewed and then related back to the
expression used in the initial version of DTOKS.
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Figure 6.10: A plot of the forces on a 1 micron Carbon dust particle in MAST, injected
from the outer divertor, with an injection velocity of vinit = 30m/s and for a trajectory
where the particle ablates totally within the plasma.
Currently, there are three analytic approaches to ion drag found in the literature.
The first, is based on the binary collision model as detailed in [103]. The second, relies
on a kinetic approach to determine the force on the dust particle, see for example [104].
The third treatment is based on the control surface approach introduced in [105],
where the drag is obtained by examining the momentum balance across a surface far
from the dust grain. In the present work, the first (binary collision) approach, which
represents the currently accepted standard on ion drag, and then the third (control
surface) approach proposed by Allen [105], will be considered.
6.3.1 Binary collision approach
In the Binary Collision (BC) approach there are two components to the force on the
dust particle. The first is due to direct ion collisions on its surface. These are calcu-
lated using the same approach as used in the case of OML. The second component
is due to the deflection of ions in the electric field surrounding the dust grain, as
represented in Fig. 6.11. This component of the ion drag force is determined by the
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Figure 6.11: A graphic representation of the trajectories of ions in the potential of the dust
grain used for the calculation of the ion drag in the binary collision approach.
resolution of the movement of a single ion in the field of the charged grain. However,
in order for the trajectory of the ion to be determined, the form of the potential
around the dust grain is needed. The potential assumed in the current literature is
a spherically symmetric Debye shielded potential. Through the calculation of the
single ion trajectory, the relevant cross-section can be computed. The next step is
to integrate over the whole ion distribution function for the collective effect to be
determined. This integration takes the form
Fi,d = m
∫
vvf(v)[σc(v) + σs(v)]dv , (6.1)
where σc(v) is the cross section of charging collisions, given by the OML approach,
see Eq. 2.34, and σs(v) is the cross section due to scattering of ions in the potential
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of the grain, which has the form [103]
σs(v) =
∫ ρmax
ρmin
ρdρ
1 + (ρ/ρ0)2
= 4piρ20Γ , (6.2)
where ρ is the impact parameter of the ion, ρ0(v) = Ze
2/mv2 is the Coulomb radius,
Z is the number of electron charges on the dust grain, and Γ is the Coulomb logarithm
Γ(v) = ln[
ρ20(v) + ρ
2
max(v)
ρ20(v) + ρ
2
min(v)
]1/2 . (6.3)
The minimum value of the impact parameter, ρmin, is determined by the maximum
impact parameter for charging collisions calculated in the OML approach. The max-
imum impact parameter, ρmax, is more difficult to determine. In the work of Barnes
et al. [106] this was taken as the screening length of the potential. In the more recent
work from Khrapak et al. [103] it was taken to be the impact parameter of ions with
a distance of closest approach to the dust grain equal to the screening length; this is
the approach that has been adopted here. The final form of the ion drag according
to this approach, in the limit where the ion flow velocity, vd, is much smaller than
the ion thermal velocity, vd << vT,i, is
Fid,BC =
8
√
2pi
3
r2dnimivT ivd[1 +
ρ0(vT i)
2rd
+
ρ20(vT i)
4r2d
Λ] , (6.4)
where ni andmi are the ion density and mass respectively, vT i is the ion thermal speed,
rd is the grain’s radius and Λ is the integrated Coulomb logarithm over the whole
distribution. The first two terms in the square brackets represent the contribution
to the ion drag due to direct ion collisions with the dust grain and the third the
contribution due to ions scattered in the grain’s potential [103]. The point that one
needs to consider in the binary collision approach is the assumption of a spherically
symmetric potential around the dust grain and moreover the assumption that this
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Figure 6.12: A graphic representation of the geometry used in the control surface approach.
potential is a Debye shielded potential. How valid is this assumption taking into
account that the ion flow imposes a preferred direction on the system? Furthermore,
what is the potential impact on the final answer of the presence of these asymmetries?
6.3.2 The Control Surface Approach
In the Control Surface (CS) approach, which was introduced by Allen [105], the force
on the dust particle is determined by considering the flux of momentum through a
surface, S1, around the grain. If we consider a second surface, S2, closer to the dust
grain, see Figure 6.12, assuming that there is no loss of momentum between the two
surfaces, at steady state the forces between S1 and S2 should balance
∫ ∫
S1
[ρ(v · nˆ)v + penˆ−T · nˆ]dS +
∫ ∫
S2
[ρ(v · nˆ)v + penˆ−T · nˆ]dS = 0 , (6.5)
where the first term in the integral is the ion momentum contribution, the second
represents the electron pressure, and the third is Maxwell’s stress tensor, giving the
contribution of electromagnetic forces. It is necessary now to calculate only one of the
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two integrals to find the force applied to the dust grain. The surface S1 can be placed
arbitrarily far from the particle, making the calculation of the integral tractable. For
the specific plasma flows examined in [105], where the flow can be described by a
potential, and assuming cold ions, the total force can be calculated
Fid,CS =
∫ ∫
S1
[ρ(v · nˆ)v + penˆ−T · nˆ]dS = mivdI zˆ , (6.6)
where I is the flux of ions on the dust grain. In the present work I has been computed
using the OML approach [105]. It can be seen that the form of the resulting force in
the case of the control surface approach is the same as the collected part calculated
with the binary collision approach for cold ions. It can be seen that in the control
surface approach there is no component of the ion drag force attributed to scattering
in the potential of the dust grain. This is because a region of positive charge develops
behind the dust grain deflecting the ions and restoring their momentum [107]. How-
ever, what is the reason of this difference between the two models is not apparent,
requiring further research.
6.3.3 Ion Drag in DTOKS
Two different models for calculating the force on a dust grain due to the plasma flow
have been considered. In the binary collision approach this force was attributed to
the momentum that the drifting ions transfer to the dust grain either through direct
collisions or Coulomb scattering. In the control surface approach this force is not
restricted to the contribution of ions as also the electrons and the electromagnetic
stresses are taken into account. For cold ions, the ion drag, calculated with the control
surface approach for the cases examined in [105], is equal to the initial momentum of
the ions that hit the dust grain. A comparison of the two approaches as a function
of the plasma density for two different values of β can be seen from Figure 6.13. The
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Figure 6.13: The ratio of the ion drag force given by the binary collision and the control
surface approaches for plasma conditions as a function of the plasma density for different
values of the β = Ti/Te ratio.
Figure 6.14: Comparison of the poloidal (left) and toroidal (right) projections of the trajec-
tories of a µm carbon particle injected into MAST from the outer divertor with an initial
velocity of 10m/sec and injection angle of 45o to the normal for the binary collision (red)
and control surface (blue) approaches.
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two approaches give different estimates for the force in question. In the high density
and β ≈ 1 regime, more appropriate for tokamaks, the binary collision approach gives
a larger estimate, ≈ 3 times larger, compared with the control surface approach. It
must be pointed out that although the control surface approach was applied for cold
ions, the flux of ions on the grain is calculated using OML which depends on the
temperature of the ions. The impact of this difference to the dynamical behaviour of
a dust grain in the case of MAST can be seen in Figure 6.14. For a micron sized dust
grain with an initial velocity of 10 m/sec, in the binary collision approach all the
particles are expelled from the plasma due to the higher force exerted on the particle
in both the poloidal and toroidal directions. In this case, no particles reach areas of
high energy fluxes where they would ablate. However, in the control surface approach
it is easier for particles injected towards the X-point to reach further into the plasma
and ablate. It can be said that the determination of the ion drag force plays a crucial
role in the effort of achieving a more accurate prediction of the behaviour of dust
grains in tokamaks, which would allow a more realistic assessment of their impact on
tokamak operation.
After having considered various approaches for ion drag again the question of the
model that should implemented in DTOKS can be posed. The model that was intro-
duced in the initial version of DTOKS is a form of the Binary Collision (BC) approach.
However, in the form implemented in that version of DTOKS, it represented only the
force exerted by the ions that actually collide with the dust grain. Furthermore, the
cross section used was the one corresponding to the geometrical cross-section of the
particle. Such implementation of the the ion drag would be more appropriate to de-
scribe situations where the flow velocity of the ions is much larger than their thermal
velocities, vd >> vT,i. As it can be seen though in Fig. 6.2 the range of flow velocity
values normalized with respect to the ion thermal velocity ranges from ≈ 0 to ≈ 1
with a similar range in ITER. Under such conditions it can be seen that the choice of
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the ion drag expression does not agree with the ion drag given by the binary collision
approach. The steps taken for the improvement of the ion drag model in DTOKS
were twofold.
The first was the implementation of an improved collection component of the ion
drag force based on the existing formula. This was done by implementing, instead
of the geometrical cross-section, the OML one. The form of this component of the
force, following [106] in the limit where vd << vT,i, is
Fid,c = pir
2
dmin0
(
8kBTi
pimi
)1/2
(vd − vdust)
(
1− eφd
kBTi
)
, (6.7)
where vd and vdust are the drift velocities of the plasma and the particle respectively.
The second step was the inclusion of an ion drag term to account for the momentum
imparted from the ions scattered in the dust grain’s field. The form of this component
of the ion drag, adopted here, is given by [104]
Fid,s =
√
32pi
3
(vd − vdust)
vT i
0
(
kBTi
e
)2
Λβ2T , (6.8)
where Λ is the modified Coulomb logarithm, Λ ≈ − exp(βT/2)Ei(−βT/2), where
Ei is the exponential integral, and βT is the thermal scattering parameter, βT =
rde|φd|/ (λkBTi), where λ is the effective screening length, see [104]. This form of
the scattering component of the ion drag is derived for the low flow velocity case, as
Eq. 6.4. However, for the SOL, where MT ≈ 1 and Ti ≈ Te, this form of the ion
drag formula, derived for MT << 1, is a good approximation for MT < 1.5, see [108].
The collected part of the ion drag, even though, it is very small compared with the
scattered part for grains smaller than the Debye length, is included so that a realistic
estimate of the ion drag can be made for larger particles.
So far, a new form of the ion drag force has been implemented in DTOKS. The
next step, will be the study of the impact that a change of this force will have on
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Figure 6.15: Plot of the normalized distance travelled by the dust grain in the x and z
directions as a function of the percentage of the ion drag force compared to its reference
value, where Fid,ref is the ion drag force calculated by the ion drag model used in DTOKS,
see Section 6.3.3, Distance-xref = 0.099m and Distance-zref = 0.095m.
the dynamical behaviour of a dust particle. For this reason, the reference plasma
background introduced in the beginning of this Chapter will be used. Only variations
of the ion drag force will be considered, because, as it can be seen in Fig. 6.10, ion
drag is the dominant force acting on the dust grain. In Fig. 6.15 it can be seen
that there is an almost linear relation between the normalized distance travelled in
the x and z direction and the normalized change in the ion drag. Furthermore, the
difference is more pronounced in the x direction as this is the direction of the plasma
flow. This is also the reason why the distance travelled increases with the ion drag,
as in the x direction ion drag accelerates the particle. On the other hand, in the z
direction where ion drag acts as a friction force, the distance travelled increases for
smaller values of the ion drag.
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6.4 The DTOKS Heating Model
In the previous Chapter the differences between the DTOKS and DUSTT heating
models have been discussed. The main difference identified was to the ablation model
incorporated into the two codes. In order to study in more depth the issues associated
with the heating model, the analysis performed for other parts of the physical model
assessing their relative importance will be repeated here. The focus will be both on
the energy fluxes on the dust grain and on the material characteristics of the dust
particle, in this case Carbon.
In the first part of this assessment the major energy fluxes to the dust grain have
been modified and the result on the dynamical behaviour of the particles has been
monitored. By the study of the relevant diagrams, see Fig. 6.16, it can be concluded
that the most important mechanism is attributed to the kinetic energy deposited by
the plasma particles. This was expected, as the particle bombardment has a very large
contribution to the dust’s energy balance. Decreasing this flux results in an increase
of the lifetime of the dust which translates to an increase of the distance travelled by
the dust particle, a difference which is more pronounced in the x-direction because of
the effect of the ion drag, as the acceleration in the direction of the plasma flow makes
the difference in the travelled distance larger. It must be pointed out also that the
dependence of the ratio of the distances is approximately a fourth order polynomial
function of the ratio of the bombardment energies. At high dust temperatures the
energy deposited by the bombardment of the dust grain is balanced by the energy
radiated from it, so it is not surprising that the thermal radiation is the second more
important heating mechanism. In this case the dependence is approximately linear.
The third most important heating mechanism according to this analysis is the one
due to particle recombination. The contributions due to secondary and thermionic
emission seem to be negligible. This is because in our charging model it was assumed
that the emitted electrons from the particle are confined near it, in the case of a
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Figure 6.16: Plots of the normalized distance travelled by the dust grain in the x and z
directions as a function of the percentage of the corresponding reference energy flux. Where
the term “bombard” refers to the kinetic energy that plasma particles impart hitting the
dust grain, Distance-xref = 0.099m and Distance-zref = 0.095m.
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Figure 6.17: Plots of the normalized distance travelled by the dust grain in the x and z
directions as a function of the percentage of the corresponding reference energy flux. Where
the term “recomb” refers to the energy flux due to the recombination of ions on the surface
of the dust grain and the term “second” refers to the energy flux due to secondary electron
emission, Distance-xref = 0.099m and Distance-zref = 0.095m.
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Figure 6.18: Plots of the normalized distance travelled by the dust grain in the x and
z directions as a function of the percentage of the corresponding reference energy flux.
Where the term “thermionic” refers to the energy flux due to thermionic electron emission,
Distance-xref = 0.099m and Distance-zref = 0.095m.
dust particle charged positive, so in this case the energy fluxes associated with these
processes are very small. Furthermore, the non monotonic behaviour of the thermionic
emission plot can be probably attributed to numerical noise.
In the second part of this analysis the impact of the various material properties
of the dust particle itself to the behaviour of the dust grain will be assessed. The
study of the relevant plots, see Fig. 6.19, reveals that the most important property
is the boiling/sublimation point of the material, Tevap. At the same time however,
one of the weak points of the adopted ablation model is also revealed. When the
sublimation point of Carbon increases by 50% the heat fluxes on the particle cannot
elevate the dust’s temperature to the new sublimation temperature. The result is that
the particle travels through and exits the computational domain before the ablation
process starts. In the case of the model adopted in DUSTT, utilising the concept
of saturated vapour pressure, ablation would start at much lower temperatures than
the sublimation temperature adopted in DTOKS. This weakness together with the
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Figure 6.19: Plots of the normalized distance travelled by the dust grain in the x and z
directions as a function of the percentage of the corresponding reference material properties,
where for Carbon Tevap,ref = 4098K, αref = 0.8, see also Table 6.2, Distance-xref = 0.099m
and Distance-zref = 0.095m.
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Figure 6.20: Plots of the normalized distance travelled by the dust grain in the x and z
directions as a function of the percentage of the corresponding reference material properties,
where for Carbon cv,ref = 709Jkg−1K−1, hevap,ref = 2.97 × 107Jkg−1, see also Table 6.2,
Distance-xref = 0.099m and Distance-zref = 0.095m.
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Figure 6.21: Plots of the normalized distance travelled by the dust grain in the x and z
directions as a function of the percentage of the corresponding reference material properties,
where for Carbon ρref = 2250kgm−3, Wf,ref = 5eV , see also Table 6.2, Distance-xref =
0.099m and Distance-zref = 0.095m.
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importance the ablation model plays for the most accurate determination of the
behaviour of the dust particles leads to the conclusion that the validity of the adopted
model must be carefully reviewed. Continuing the analysis, the second property in
importance is the latent heat of evaporation, hevap, which is associated with how
quickly the dust particle will ablate. The relation between the distance travelled and
the change in hevap is linear. The next in importance parameter is the density, ρ, of
the material. It can be seen that the change in density affects in the same way the
distance travelled both in the x and z directions as the change in mass effects both
directions in the same way. The discrepancy for lower values can be explained through
the interplay of the density in the ablation process in the calculation of energy for the
ablation of a shell of material. These are two conflicting mechanisms, one affecting the
forces on the dust particle and the other affecting the life time of the particles. The
fourth important parameter is α, the emissivity, which indicates how close an object
is to an ideal black body radiator. Because by changing α, effectively the thermal
radiation is altered by the same amount. Thus this diagram is exactly the same as
that of the thermal radiation in Fig. 6.16. The effect of the change of the specific heat
capacity of the material, cv, has a small effect under these conditions because the part
of the heating process where the temperature of the dust grain changes from its initial
value to its sublimation temperature where cv plays an important role is only a very
small part of the life time of the dust particle. As in the case of thermionic emission
the non monotonic behaviour of the cv plot could also be attributed to numerical
noise. Finally, as in the case of secondary and thermionic emission, the variation of
the work function Wf , under these particular conditions, has a minimum impact to
the behaviour of the dust grain.
At this point, a few issues about the radiation cooling term should be clarified.
In the current version of DTOKS the value of the wall temperature in the calcula-
tion of the radiative cooling has been set to Tw = 300K for reasons of completeness.
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Figure 6.22: The trajectory of a Carbon dust particle in the poloidal (left) and toroidal
(right) planes in MAST, injected from the outer divertor, with vinit = 30m/s and an
injection of 35o to the normal. With thermal radiation turned off (blue), 50% (red), 100%
(yellow) and 150% (green).
Furthermore, because of the difference in the approach adopted in DUSTT, consid-
ering the change to the radiative cooling term as a function of dust grain radius,
an additional test has been carried out. Apart from the constant background test,
representative trajectories of Carbon particles with a radius rd = 1µm and initial ve-
locity vinit = 30m/s in MAST for 0%, 50%, 100% and 150% of the standard radiative
cooling term will be examined. The results of this second test can be seen in Fig.
6.22. It can be seen that the difference in the trajectories of the particles are very
small. For this reason in the current version of DTOKS, corrections for the size of
the dust’s emissivity as a function of radius and temperature [93, 94] have not been
included.
6.4.1 Introduction to DTOKS of New Materials
Another addition to the initial DTOKS model was the introduction of new dust
materials. Current tokamaks are operating with vessel walls and divertors that are
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constructed from a wide variety of materials. In addition in the construction of the
plasma facing components in ITER various combinations of materials are going to be
used ranging from Carbon in the initial phases of operation to Tungsten and Beryl-
lium in the later stages. Furthermore, the plasma facing components will also include
other materials like Lithium, needed for refuelling purposes, and the same consider-
ations can be extended to other tokamak components like antennae and diagnostic
components [38]. For this reason the inclusion of a modelling capability of a wider
spectrum of dust materials is very important. The materials that have been added,
apart from Carbon C and Tungsten W, are Boron B, Beryllium Be, Iron Fe, Lithium
Li and Molybdenum Mo.
The steps taken to include a new dust material in DTOKS were the following.
First, the values for various material properties must be included in the code. These
properties are, density, ρ, specific heat capacity, cv, melting point, Tmelt, boiling point,
Tevap, heat of fusion, hmelt, heat of evaporation, hevap, the material’s workfunction,
Wf , and the emissivity, α. In DTOKS it is assumed that these properties are constant
with temperature and independent of surface condition, see Table 6.2. The second
step was the determination of the constants in the empirical formula used for the
calculation of SEE. Following the same method described in Chapter 5 and given
δmax and Emax for the corresponding material, see Table 6.2, these can be determined,
see Table 6.3. The third step was the inclusion of the appropriate ion backscattering
formula for the material. Refering to the previous Chapter, see Table 5.1, the results
in [92] are a function of the ratio of the masses of the incoming and the substrate
ions / atoms. However, for some materials as in the case of Be, with atomic mass
approximately 9, and Hydrogen, the mass ratio is not covered in Table 6.3. So for
the case of Be the values for RN and RE were calculated by interpolating between
the corresponding values for Carbon and Lithium.
However, with the addition of Be, a problem within the bounds of the heating
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B Be C Fe Li Mo W
C0 -1.0285 -1.4729 -1.341 -1.2668 -1.3253 -1.2616 -1.4755
C1 0.7854 0.717 0.7428 0.6368 0.9887 0.64 0.724
C2 0.0412 0.1018 0.1149 0.1813 -0.1358 0.1772 0.1521
C3 -0.0857 -0.0906 -0.0849 -0.0903 -0.0648 -0.0909 -0.0765
Table 6.3: Constants in the empirical secondary emission formula 5.10.
model became apparent. During testing, Be dust particles did not evaporate because
they did not reach temperatures much higher than their melting temperature . As
a result, Be particles travelled in the simulation through the plasma core without
ablating. After, analysing the corresponding part of the code, it was found that
the weak point was the method used for the calculation of the temperature increase
after the particle had melted. The temperature of the dust grain in each time step
is calculated with the help of the energy fluxes on the particle and an initial guess
for the temperature, so that the differential equation for the heating of the particle
can be solved numerically. Before the particle melts this initial guess is the grain’s
temperature in the previous time step. However in the earlier version of DTOKS,
once the particle melts the initial guess for a temperature was always taken to be
the melting temperature, Tmelt, of the material. This had as a result the grain’s
temperature to be reset in every time step and to evolve from there. This meant that
a material in order to reach its evaporation temperature , Tevap, should have received
sufficient energy in one time step to make this transition. Apart from Carbon that
does not melt, this scheme managed to give good results in the case of W because of
Tungsten’s small specific heat compared with Be. In the current version of DTOKS
after the grain has completely melted the initial temperature used for calculating an
updated temperature for the grain is the one computed in the previous time step.
The difference between the two versions of the code can be seen in a test carried out
for a W dust grain, see Figure 6.23. It can be seen that the process of resetting the
temperature, Td = Tmelt, in each time step leads to a reduced rate of increase of the
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Figure 6.23: A plot of the evolution of the dust temperature as a function of time for the
initial and the improved melting models for a W dust grain with rd = 100µm injected in
ITER from the inner divertor with vinit = 10m/s. The plateaus represent periods where
the dust grain either melts or evaporates.
grain’s temperature. Furthermore, it can result to underestimating the mass of the
particle deposited in the plasma, this can be also seen in Fig. 6.23 where instead of
two instances of dust ablation the initial model gives only one.
6.5 ITER Study
As a showcase of the current version of DTOKS some preliminary results concerning
ITER will be presented. The study involved the injection of dust grains with radius
10µm and 100µm from three different locations of the ITER vessel. These locations
are the outer and the inner divertor and the top of the vessel. The electron Debye
length is comparable to the 10µm particles, and it is smaller compared with the 100µm
ones, see also Fig. 6.8. The choice of dust materials injected from each location was
chosen to be representative of that location. As it has been already mentioned, the
divertor in ITER will be Tungsten W whereas the main vessel will be Beryllium Be.
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Figure 6.24: A graphic representation of the injection geometry of the performed ITER
simulations.
Mass ablated in Plasma in % Mass ablated in Core in %
10µm 100µm 10µm 100µm
W outer divertor 28.64% 10.92% <<1% ∼5%
Be inner divertor 99.56% 36.7% <<1% <<1%
W inner divertor 46% 23% <<1% ∼2%
Be top 68.98% 65.97% <<1% ∼1%
Table 6.4: A table of the mass ablated in the plasma and inside the last closed magnetic
surface, in the core, normalized to the total mass injected for dust grain’s with a radius of
10µm and 100µm.
For this reason W is injected from the outer divertor and Be from the top of the
vessel. In the case of the inner divertor both W and Be dust particles are injected
because of the amount of Be projected to be deposited in the inner divertor due to
transport from other parts of the tokamak [111], see Fig. 6.24.
The injection velocity of the particles was vinit = 10m/s, see [69]. The choice of
the exact injection point, in the case of the inner and outer divertors, was chosen to be
the estimated point of maximum energy flux to the divertor wall, as it was considered
that the probability of dust production would be larger where thermal stresses on the
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wall’s surface are large. In the case of the of the top of the vessel the highest point of
the plasma background was chosen as an injection point. The particles in these series
of simulation runs have been injected in the poloidal plane from -90 to +90 degrees,
with respect to the normal, in one degree steps. The results are presented using
both representative trajectories and with the help of a colour surface plot giving
the amount of dust material ablated in a specific spot normalised to the the total
injected mass. This plot is the mass that has ablated in a specific computational
cell and it depicts the probability of ablation of a dust particle in a specific place if
that initial particle was injected from the same injection point with the same initial
speed. In these plots, also the percentage of the mass of the injected dust particles
ablated in the plasma and the fraction deposited within the separatrix, in the core,
are depicted. However, in order to produce these surface plots, a distribution for
the initially injected particles must also be included, in our case a cosine probability
distribution typical for rough surfaces was chosen [70].
By examining the results depicted in Figures 6.25 to 6.32 and in Table 6.4, it
can be seen that within the current bounds of the DTOKS model both W and Be
dust grain can reach the area within the separatrix, the size of dust for which this is
possible is 100µm for both W and Be (only in the case of top injection) dust grains.
Furthermore, it is indicated that the majority of material injected as dust from the
divertor regions is redeposited to the walls and only a small fraction ablates in the
plasma. The proportion of redeposited material is a function of grain radius and
increases for larger dust grains. In the case of dust injection from the top of the
vessel the majority of the material is ablated in the plasma, with this proportion
staying approximately constant even for larger dust grains. This difference can be
attributed to the difference in the plasma geometry in the two regions, more uniform
in the case of the top injection, and also the proximity to the injection point of high
density and temperature regions.
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Figure 6.25: Representative dust trajectories (top) and a plot of the probability of dust
ablation (mass ablated in the plasma over the total mass injected Mabl/Minj) by a cosine
distribution of Tungsten particles with a radius of 100µm injected from the outer divertor
(bottom). Mass of dust ablated in the plasma as a fraction of the total injected mass, as
a percentage, 10.92%. Mass of dust ablated in the core as a fraction of the total injected
mass, as a percentage, ∼5%.
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Figure 6.26: Representative trajectories (top) and a plot of the probability of dust ablation
(mass ablated in the plasma over the total mass injected Mabl/Minj) by a cosine distribution
of Tungsten particles with a radius of 10µm injected from the outer divertor (bottom).
Mass of dust ablated in the plasma as a fraction of the total injected mass, as a percentage,
28.64%. Mass of dust ablated in the core as a fraction of the total injected mass, as a
percentage, <<1%.
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Figure 6.27: Representative trajectories (top) and a plot of the probability of dust ablation
(mass ablated in the plasma over the total mass injected Mabl/Minj) by a cosine distribution
of Tungsten particles with a radius of 100µm injected from the inner divertor (bottom).
Mass of dust ablated in the plasma as a fraction of the total injected mass, as a percent-
age, 23%. Mass of dust ablated in the core as a fraction of the total injected mass, as a
percentage, ∼2%.
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Figure 6.28: Representative trajectories (top) and a plot of the probability of dust ablation
(mass ablated in the plasma over the total mass injected Mabl/Minj) by a cosine distribution
of Tungsten particles with a radius of 10µm injected from the inner divertor (bottom). Mass
of dust ablated in the plasma as a fraction of the total injected mass, as a percentage, 46%.
Mass of dust ablated in the core as a fraction of the total injected mass, as a percentage,
<<1%.
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Figure 6.29: Representative trajectories (top) and a plot of the probability of dust ablation
(mass ablated in the plasma over the total mass injected Mabl/Minj) by a cosine distribution
of Beryllium particles with a radius of 100µm injected from the inner divertor (bottom).
Mass of dust ablated in the plasma as a fraction of the total injected mass, as a percentage,
36.7%. Mass of dust ablated in the core as a fraction of the total injected mass, as a
percentage, <<1%.
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Figure 6.30: Representative trajectories (top) and a plot of the probability of dust ablation
(mass ablated in the plasma over the total mass injected Mabl/Minj) by a cosine distribution
of Beryllium particles with a radius of 10µm injected from the inner divertor (bottom).
Mass of dust ablated in the plasma as a fraction of the total injected mass, as a percentage,
99.56%. Mass of dust ablated in the core as a fraction of the total injected mass, as a
percentage, <<1%.
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Figure 6.31: Representative trajectories (top) and a plot of the probability of dust ablation
(mass ablated in the plasma over the total mass injected Mabl/Minj) by a cosine distribution
of Beryllium particles with a radius of 100µm injected from the top of the vessel (bottom).
Mass of dust ablated in the plasma as a fraction of the total injected mass, as a percentage,
65.97%. Mass of dust ablated in the core as a fraction of the total injected mass, as a
percentage, ∼1%.
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Figure 6.32: Representative trajectories (top) and a plot of the probability of dust ablation
(mass ablated in the plasma over the total mass injected Mabl/Minj) by a cosine distribution
of Beryllium particles with a radius of 10µm injected from the top of the vessel (bottom).
Mass of dust ablated in the plasma as a fraction of the total injected mass, as a percentage,
68.98%. Mass of dust ablated in the core as a fraction of the total injected mass, as a
percentage, <<1%.
Chapter 7
Conclusions - Future Work
This work consisted of two main parts. In the first part the OML approach has been
extended to incorporate the effect of time varying phenomena to the charging of a
dust grain. In the second part the issue of dust in tokamaks has been explored with
the main interest focused on DTOKS, a simulation code of the dynamical behaviour
of dust particles in a tokamak environment developed at Imperial College London.
In this last Chapter the main conclusions of these investigations will be summarized
and avenues of how the current work can be extended in the future will be discussed.
7.1 Time Varying Phenomena and Dust Charging
In the case of the impact of time varying phenomena to the charging of a dust grain
the investigation focused first on the case of a time varying electric field and secondly
on the case of a time varying current. For the time varying electric field, first previous
models, namely a model constructed by Nitter [56] and then further investigated by
Melandso et al. [54], have been reviewed. The aforementioned model was addressing
the issue of charging of dust grains in the sheath of an RF discharge. It has been
argued that Nitter’s model would fail in the case where the spatial gradient of the
applied electric field is small compared with its time varying component. In this case
184
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a form of the instantaneous electron distribution has been proposed for a collisionless
plasma in a spatially uniform electric field. The form of this distribution was found to
be a drifting Maxwellian distribution with a time varying velocity whose amplitude
is also a function of the RF frequency. This form of the electron distribution has
been subsequently used in conjuction with the OML approach for the calculation
of the dust grain potential. This potential has been found to be, compared to the
conventional OML result, more negative when the magnitude of the electric field
increases, with the difference between the two models decreasing when the frequency
of the time varying electric field increases.
The second problem that has been investigated, in the context of time varying
phenomena, was that of time varying currents. In this case however, motivated by
the phenomenon of stochastic heating in the case of very low pressure RF discharges,
a combination of a stationary Maxwellian together with a drifting Maxwellian dis-
tribution with a time varying drift velocity has been used. Furthermore, the whole
range of the values of the ratio of the number density of the drifting to the sum of
the two Maxwellian, ranging from ≈ 0 to 1 has been investigated. It was found that
the potential became more negative compared with the OML value when this ratio
decreases. Furthermore, the potential is also a weak function of the applied frequency,
with the potential decreasing for higher frequencies.
Finally, comparing the fluctuations of the dust potential between both extensions
to the OML approach proposed in this work and the model introduced by Nitter [56],
it was found that these fluctuations were at twice the RF frequency for the first cases
and at the RF frequency for Nitter’s model. This is because in Nitter’s model the
variation of the grain’s potential is due to the variation of the local electron density,
whereas, in the cases of the approaches examined in this work, this variation is a
product of the time varying nature of the electron distribution function, with the
total electron number density remaining constant.
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Also, the question of how the OML potential of a drifting Maxwellian distribution
with a time varying drift velocity relates to the potential acquired by the dust grain
using the corresponding time averaged distribution was considered. For vd/vT,e << 1,
the average of the aforementioned time varying distribution can be approximated with
a normal Maxwellian distribution. The temperature of the new distribution, is higher
than the one of the initial distribution. Comparing the OML result for these two
distributions, it was found that the time varying distribution gives a more negative
potential compared with the average one.
Taking into account these considerations it can be concluded that time varying
effects can have an appreciable impact on the dust grain charge and their impact
should be further investigated.
Considering future extensions of the present work, there are two main areas that
should be explored. The first has to do with further analytical work. One step that
can be taken is the extension of the approach giving the electron distribution for a
time varying field also for the case where collisions are present. Moreover, the question
of bridging the gap between the case where the spatial gradient of the electric field
is negligible and the case where the existing gradients are dominant, as in the sheath
of an RF discharge should be explored.
The second avenue that should be investigated is the numerical simulation of the
charging process in the case where time varying phenomena are important. Both
particle and kinetic simulations can be used to that effect. These could be compared
with the corresponding models and used to gain further insight into the charging
process.
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7.2 Dust in Tokamaks
The second part of this work focused on the investigation of dust in tokamaks. First,
a brief review of the only two codes simulating the dynamical behaviour of dust in a
tokamak environment, DTOKS and DUSTT, has been carried out. The similarities
and differences of the two codes have been highlighted. The focus in the last Chapter
was on DTOKS and the changes implemented by the author. These included the
implementation of a new ion drag force and the incorporation of new dust materials
apart from Carbon and Tungsten. In the same time also an assessment of the relative
importance of the various parts of the model has been carried out, in terms of their
impact on the dynamical behaviour of the dust grains. For this a model constant and
uniform plasma background has been used. A summary of the results of this study
can be found in Table 7.1. It was found that the five most important parameters
for determining accurately the behaviour of the dust grain within the bounds of the
DTOKS model are, (1) the floating potential, (2) the temperature of evaporation of
the dust grain material, (3) the electron temperature, (4) the heat flux due to the
bombardment of the dust grain with plasma particles and (5) the plasma number
density. Also, the results of a study carried out for ITER were presented. Tungsten
and Beryllium dust have been injected from three locations of the ITER vessel, W
from the outer and inner divertors and Be from the inner divertor and the top of
the vessel. It was found that both Tungsten and Beryllium particles with a radius of
100µm penetrated within the plasma core.
For the future, the focus must be on improving the DTOKS physical model and
secondly trying to benchmark the code against experimental data.
In the first area of interest work must be done for the improvement of the cor-
respondence of the SOLPS plasma background with the one used in DTOKS. Con-
sidering also the fact that the potential of the dust grain emerged as the parameter
that can have the most influence on the dust’s dynamical behaviour, a few points
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about the charging model must be reviewed. In the previous Chapter, the inherent
uncertainties in the model adopted in DTOKS as well as in DUSTT have been con-
sidered. It can be concluded that further research in the charging mechanism of solid
particles in a plasma environment must be one of the first priorities in the effort of
improving the accuracy of dust modelling in tokamaks. This effort must be focused,
first on improving the floating potential estimate compared with the OML results
currently used, especially for large dust grains, and secondly further research on the
impact of magnetic fields both in the charging mechanism as well as in the more
general behaviour of dust particles, like ion drag. Another subject relevant to the
charging model which has not been fully explored in this work is the case of posi-
tive dust grains. In this case also further research is needed in order to determine
which is the most suitable approach in tokamak conditions, the OML approach [70]
or the model developed by Martin et al. [73] and used in this thesis? The issue of
an appropriate ion drag model also has to be fully explored and refined. It must be
also pointed out, that recent experimental evidence, see [112], indicate the existence
of phenomena that cannot be explained by traditional ion drag approaches. In this
case new mechanisms, like the contribution of dust collective effects, see [113], must
be explored. Furthermore, the addition to the model of neutral drag must be also
considered. Even though, the concentration of neutrals might not be very high in
most tokamak environments their inclusion in the forces considered would offer bet-
ter accuracy near the walls of the vessel, where neutral densities are higher. In the
heating model, the first priority should be the upgrade of the ablation model. An
adoption of a model based on the saturated vapour pressure should be the first step
together with its thorough assessment. Also, it must be commented that further tests
should be carried out to establish that the impact of the emissivity on the dynamical
behaviour of the dust grains is minimal for all considered materials. Additionally,
variations to the emissivity also due to the roughness of the dust grain’s surface must
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be explored before being able to obtain a more complete picture of the variation of
the grain’s emissivity. Finally, it must be pointed out that even if the change in emis-
sivity does not play an important role in the determination of the dust’s trajectory,
it can be crucial for dust diagnostic purposes and for this reason it is believed that
the inclusion of such emissivity corrections must be seriously considered for future
versions of DTOKS.
In the effort of benchmarking and validating DTOKS, there are a series of steps
that can be taken. First, a limited numerical comparison with DUSTT can be carried
out based on results presented in [38]. These results, including equilibrium tempera-
tures and survival times, can provide a good assessment of the physical model of the
two codes, as they were acquired for a constant plasma background that can be exactly
replicated in DTOKS. Furthermore, dust related experiments planned for MAST will
provide an excellent opportunity for direct comparison between DTOKS and experi-
mental data. The planned experiments include the analysis of data from fast cameras
of observed dust particles arising within the vacuum vessel and the replication of
dust insertion experiments performed in DIII-D [41] where dust on a sample holder
is introduced within the vessel and mobilised by the movement of the strike point
above the holder [114]. Also, there are other experimental facilities studying plasma
surface interactions, simulating conditions relevant to fusion, like the Magnum-PSI
facility [115], that could also be used for the same purpose.
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Parameter 50% 75% 125% 150%
1 Vfloat x 19.85 29.1 490.5 4469
z 29.25 51.41 209.6 577.3
2 Tevap x 57.33 57.01 330.8 -
z 74.53 74.28 184.6 -
3 Te x 622.3 206.1 57.76 44.24
z 345.3 164.5 67.88 50.16
4 bombard x 616.1 204.6 64.91 43.07
z 251.5 144 76.52 61.68
5 np x 449.5 175.3 74.87 55.31
z 287.6 149.6 74.87 59.4
6 hevap x 36.46 56.34 153.6 218
z 50.85 74.88 124.7 149.1
7 ρ x 55.9 89.78 126.2 153.5
z 47.93 74.01 126.2 152.3
8 vinit x 100.4 101.2 108.7 102.6
z 47.1 73.59 126.8 153.1
9 rd x 60.2 91.82 121.3 132.5
z 47 73.82 126.6 152.9
10 vd x 52.31 79.05 127.3 152.6
z 100.5 100.3 100.1 100.1
11 Ti x 149.2 121.5 86.03 70.7
z 110.8 105.6 94.21 87.99
12 Fid x 50.81 78.04 128.4 146
z 101.4 100.9 99.49 98.67
13 Th. Radiation x 73.02 87.84 117.7 139.9
z 85.91 92.65 108.8 119.1
14 α x 73.01 87.84 117.7 139.8
z 85.9 92.64 108.8 119.1
15 recomb x 115.4 103.6 96.25 92.2
z 105.9 102.6 97.47 95.03
16 cv x 101.9 100.9 99.2 110
z 98.98 99.49 100.5 101.4
17 Wf x 100 99.96 99.94 102.9
z 100 100 100 99.97
18 second x 100.1 100 99.98 99.95
z 99.98 99.99 100 100
19 thermionic x 100 100 99.97 100
z 100 100 100 100
Table 7.1: A summary of the values, in %, of the constant plasma background tests presented
in Figures 6.3-6.5, 6.9, 6.15-6.21. The results have been ranked based on the maximum value
of the distance ratio for either the x or z directions.
Appendix A
Useful Mathematical Formulas
n
∫ ∞
0
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Table A.1: Some Useful Integrals, from [43].
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The general form of the integral used in Eq. 3.13 to Eq. 3.14, where In is the modified
Bessel function of the first kind [116]:
In(x) =
1
pi
∫ pi
0
exp(z cos θ) cos(nθ)dθ (A.1)
The general form of the integral used in Eq. 4.35 to Eq. 4.36, the Dawson’s integral
or function, the exact form of the integral used can be recovered with a change of
variables y → ve cos(θ) [117]:
F (x) = exp(−x2)
∫ x
0
exp(y2)dy =
1
2
√
pi exp(−x2)Erfi(x) (A.2)
The “imaginary error function” Erfi(z) is defined as [118]:
Erfi(z) = −iErf(iz) (A.3)
The exponential integral “Ei” is defined as [119]:
Ei(x) = −
∫ ∞
−x
e−tdt
t
(A.4)
Appendix B
Comparison between DTOKS and
DUSTT
DTOKS DUSTT
SOL plasma
data
Data from B2-SOLPS5.0 con-
verted in a Cartesian grid for
DTOKS
Data from UEDGE
1st Mode
Tracking dust trajectories in
given background
Tracking dust trajectories in
given background
2nd Mode -
Production of statistical dust
profiles that can be utilised in
UEDGE to produce impurity
profiles
Table B.1: The comparison of DTOKS and DUSTT plasma background and functional
modes.
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DTOKS DUSTT
Floating Poten-
tial (negative
grain)
OML (vd = 0)
OML + Drifting
Maxwellian distribution
Floating Poten-
tial (positive
grain)
OML (vd = 0) modified for
potential well
OML + Drifting
Maxwellian distribution
Electron flux
(negative grain)
OML (vd = 0) OML (vd = 0)
Ion flux (nega-
tive grain)
OML (vd = 0)
OML + Drifting
Maxwellian distribution
Electron flux
(positive grain)
OML (vd = 0) OML (vd = 0)
Ion flux (positive
grain)
OML (vd = 0)
OML + Drifting
Maxwellian distribution
Secondary Elec-
tron Emission
Yes Yes
Thermionic
Emission
Yes Yes
Impurities No Yes
Table B.2: The comparison of the DTOKS and DUSTT charging models.
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DTOKS DUSTT
Ion Drag (col-
lection)
BC Approach, vd << vT,i BC Approach
Ion Drag
(scattering)
BC Approach, vd << vT,i BC Approach
Gravity Yes Yes
Lorentz Force Yes No
Neutral Drag No Yes
Rocket Force No No
Thermopho-
retic Force
No No
Radiation
Pressure
No No
Dust Wall
Collisions
No Yes
Table B.3: The comparison the DTOKS and DUSTT force models.
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DTOKS DUSTT
Plasma electron bom-
bardment energy flux
(negative dust)
OML, vd = 0 OML, vd = 0
Plasma ion bombard-
ment energy flux (nega-
tive dust)
OML, vd = 0
OML + Drifting
Maxwellian distribution
+ impurity ions
Plasma electron bom-
bardment energy flux
(positive dust)
OML, vd = 0, modified
for potential well
OML, vd = 0
Plasma ion bombard-
ment energy flux (posi-
tive dust)
OML, vd = 0, modified
for potential well
OML + Drifting
Maxwellian distribution
+ impurity ions
Backscattering Yes Yes
Secondary Electron
Emission
Yes Yes
Neutral Recombination Yes Yes
Neutral Recombination
of Impurities
No No
Thermal Radiation Yes
Yes, with modification
for the size of the parti-
cle
Table B.4: The comparison of the DTOKS and DUSTT heating models.
Appendix C
The Cylindrical Coordinates
r = rrˆ + zzˆ , (C.1)
v =
dr
dt
rˆ + r
drˆ
dt
+
dz
dt
zˆ , (C.2)
However
rˆ = (cos θ, sin θ, 0) , (C.3)
θˆ = (− sin θ, cos θ, 0) , (C.4)
drˆ
dt
= (− sin θθ˙, cos θθ˙, 0) = θ˙θˆ , (C.5)
dθˆ
dt
= (− cos θθ˙, sin θθ˙, 0) = −θ˙rˆ , (C.6)
So Eq. C.2 becomes
v =
dr
dt
rˆ + r
dθ
dt
θˆ +
dz
dt
zˆ = vrrˆ + vθθˆ + vzzˆ , (C.7)
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where vr =
dr
dt
, vθ = r
dθ
dt
and vz =
dz
dt
.
a =
dv
dt
=
dvr
dt
rˆ + vr
drˆ
dt
+
dvθ
dt
θˆ + vθ
dθˆ
dt
+
dvz
dy
zˆ , (C.8)
the above equation, using Equations C.5 and C.6, becomes
a =
dv
dt
=
dvr
dt
rˆ + vr
dθ
dt
θˆ +
dvθ
dt
θˆ − vθ dθ
dt
rˆ +
dvz
dy
zˆ , (C.9)
which can be written as
a =
dv
dt
= (
dvr
dt
,
dvθ
dt
,
dvz
dt
) + (−v
2
θ
r
,
vrvθ
r
, 0) , (C.10)
or
(
dvr
dt
,
dvθ
dt
,
dvz
dt
) = a− (−v
2
θ
r
,
vrvθ
r
, 0) . (C.11)
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